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The benefit of software cost estimation is universally recognized as one of the cor-
nerstones of effective software project management and control. Despite the advances of 
computer-based estimation tools, their accuracy remains largely inadequate, and their 
utility among software development practitioners is limited. Consequently, the optimal 
estimation of software cost remains an elusive goal of most project managers. ~entral to 
this issue is the nature of the data on completed software projects that are incorporated 
into the organization's database of historical project results. This information forms the 
basis for both future project estimation and ex-post-facto assessment of estimation mod-
els. Actual project results are typically the data of choice for both the calibration and 
evaluation processes, despite the fact that these raw values disregard project mefficlen-
cies such as initial size underestimation. This thesis challenges the notion that historical 
project results represent the preferred and most reliable benchmarks for future est1mat1on 
purposes. Computer-based simulation is used to test a proposed strategy wh1ch capital-
izes on an organization's learning experiences by neutralizing the cost excess caused by 
the initial undersizmg, and that denves a posterior set of normalt:t!d effon and schedule 
estimation benchmarks. Analysis of the results indicate~ that normahzaflon of the data 
leads to sigmficantly improved project productivity. more optimal cost est1mates. and 
provides the organization with increased potential tor future cost savmgs 
\ 
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The benefit of reliable software cost estimation is recognized as one of th\; comer-
stones of effective software project management aud control (Boehm, 1981, p. 30 ). Nev · 
ertheless, accurate estimation of software development costs remains an elusive goal of 
most proJect managers, despite the proliferation of software engineering economic analy-
sis techmques and the availability of computer-based software project management tools 
( Abdci-Ham1d. 1990, p. 71). 
Sofiwarc: development has traditionally been viewed as a discrete set of software de-
velopment late cycle (SDLC) phases, when in fact, research findings point to a dynamic 
envm>nment characterized by continuous changes over time (Goddard Space Flight Cen-
ter. I'NO) Consequently, problems inherent with the estimation process itself, nonnally 
positioned at the beginning of the SDLC, have generally limited the utility of estimation 
tools based on this traditional view of software development. 
W1thout the benefit of full knowledge of a project's ultimate scope and definition at 
the time of mitial cost estimation, an estimation model must possess the capability to re-
spond to influencing factors which unfold as the project progresses through the SDLC 
Abdei-Ham1d states that " ... estimation should be a continuous process enhanced through 
constant updates of feedback data collected from project monitoring and control activi-
ties .... " He argues that continuous estimation models must support the full range of 
estimation activities regularly encountered in the SDLC; adaptive (accommodate new or-
ganizational realities), corrective (correct initial faulty assumptions) and perfective (post-
mortems to perfect project statistics). In so doing, ;t is imperative that the model also 
possess the capability to capture management-system dynamics-- project managers' reac-
tions to real-world events as they unfold. (Abdei-Hamid, 1993. pp. 20-21) 
Despite the improvements realized with the introduction of genuine continuous esti-
mation moot:ts, their accuracy remains largely inadequate. Central to this issue is the na-
ture of the data on completed software projects that are incorporated into the 
organization's database of historical project results. This archived information subse-
quently forms the basis for both future project estimation and ex-post-facto evaluation of 
software cost estimation models. Quite simply, this data is used to produce the organiza-
tion's "best guess" of what a project of similar size and scope should require, in terms of 
development effort and schedule, if encountered in the future. In addition, it is these data 
values upon which estimation tool calibration, or fine-tuning to produce more accurate 
estimates which reflect the organization's unique software development environment, is 
based. 
Raw project values, which represent actual results, are the conventional "data of 
choice" for both the estimation and calibration processes. While raw data, indeed, reflect 
actual results, they may certainly not reflect optimum results, particularly in the case of a 
problematic project. Inefficiencies such as initial size underestimation, plague many, if 
not all software development projects, and are manifested in \arying degrees of cost 
overruns and schedule slippages. As such, direct incorporation of raw values into the his-
torical database tends to discount the impact of these inefficiencies on project results. In-
stead, it merely archives this flawed information for future (mis)application, and 
perpetuates the cycle of inefficiency and imprecise estimation. 
In response, Abdel-Hamid has proposed a strategy which " ... capitalizes on an organi-
zation's learning experiences, by wringing out the cost excess caused by the initial under-
sizing and that derives a posterior set of normali=ed cost and schedule estimation 
benchmarks." (Abdel-Hamid, 1993, p. 28) These normalized values are representative 
of a perfectly-sized software project, and consequently should provide the organization 
with a more efficient benchmark for future project estimation and planning, and in retro-
spect, evaluating how well project resources were used. 
B. PURPOSE OF RESEARCH 
This research challenges the notion that raw historical values represent the preferred 
benchmark for calibrating software cost estimation models. Computer-based simulation 
is used to model the behavior of a number of synthetic project profiles to test the assump-
tions of both the conventional and normalized strategies for software estimation model 
calibration. Various experimental conditions are imposed on subsequent experiments to 
compare project results and identify causal relationships in an effort to substantiate the 
research claims. 
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C. THE RESEARCH QUESTION 
The primary research question of this thesis is to determine if there is long-term bene-
fit in using normalized software project cost values vice raw historical data as the bench-
mark for calibrating software estimation models. 
D. SCOPE OF RESEARCH 
The scope of this research includes the design, execution and analysis of a computer-
simulated, multiple-project experiment, and comparing the results of two competing soft-
ware estimation calibration strategies, in order to answer the research question. Its scope 
does not extend beyond the research laboratory, and there are no immediate plans for 
replicating thts experiment in a real-world environment. 
E. THESIS ORGANIZATION 
Chapter II offers a statement of the experiment's objectives and a comprehensive de-
scription of the experimentation tools, to include the COnstructive COst MOdel of Soft-
ware Cost l:sumation (COCOMO) and the System Dynamics (SD) Model of Software 
Project Development. ln addition, Chapter li presents the experimental design, where the 
hypothetical projects, project profiles and influencing factors and assumptions are de-
fined in detatl. A key element of Chapter II is a discussion of the competing software es-
timation model calibration strategies which form the basis of this research. Chapter III 
describes the experimental setting and related tasks, and elaborates on exercise organiza-
tion, methodology and conduct. In addition, the dependent measures which represent key 
exercise metrics, are defined as they relate to analyzing and comparing exercise results. 
4 
Chapter IV presents the resuJts of the vanous expenments and offers tnsight and analysas 
of the research findings. Chapter V summarizes the findings of the prevtous chapters. 
discusses the implicattons of this study. and proposes related opportunities and directions 
for future research. 
5 
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II. METHOD AND PREPARATION 
.~. EXPERIMENTAL OBJECTIVE 
This experiment will use a system dynamacs model of software development to 'iimu-
late the development of a set of 30 projects in a software organization, conductec iv 
over an approximate 12-year period. The simulated results will be incorporated into an 
organizational data base and used as the basis for both subsequent project estimation and 
calibration of the estimation tool. Two scenarios will be evaluated: the conventional 
method of calibration using raw historical data and an alternative calibration method us-
ing "normalized" metrics. 
B. EXPERIMENTATION TOOLS 
1. Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO) 
The COnstructive COst MOdel, or COCOMO, was developed by Bany Boehm, and 
is a widely-accepted algorithmic model which is used to determine initial software 
development effort and schedule estimates. As a result of model refinement since its 
introduction, three model versions and three software development modes have evolved. 
The three versions include Basic, Intermediate and Detailed COCOMO, each of 
increasing detail and accuracy. Organic, Semidetached, and Embedded software 
development modes have been defined to accommodate the broad spectrum of project 
size, specificity, and risk encountered in the software development environment. 
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Basic COCOMO is the simplest version of the model, and is effective for rough order 
of magnitude estimates of software cost. However, Boehm cautions, ".. its accuracy is 
necessarily limited because of its lack of factors to account for differences in hardware 
constraints, personnel quality and experience, use of modem tools and techniques, and 
other project attributes known to have a significant influence on software costs .... " 
(Boehm, 1981, p. 58) With Basic COCOMO, estimates ofeffon are generated using only 
a single predictor variable, namely the number of delivered source instructions (DSI) 
developed by the project. 
Intermediate COCOMO amproves upon the Basic verston by incorporating an 
additional 15 predictor variables, or cost driver attributes, which are carefully identified, 
weighted and introduced in order to offset much of the cost variation found in Basic 
COCOMO. The 15 cost drivers are subdivided into four categor.es: software product 
attributes, computer attributes, personnel attributes, and project attributes. Each cost 
driver has an associated effort multiplier which is applied to the nominal development 
effort to obtain a more accurate estimate. Boehm contends that the level of accuracy 
achieved with Intermediate COCOMO " ... is representative of the current state of the an 
in software cost models." (Boehm, 1984, p. 16) 
Detailed COCOMO provides the highest level of estimation accuracy by providing 
even more detail as model input. This is accomplished by employing a three-level 
hierarchical decomposition of the software product whose cost is to be estimated. In 
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addition. phase-sensitive effort multipliers are used to accurately reflect the effect of the 
cost drivers on the phase distribution of effort. (Boehm. 1981. pp. 34 7-348) 
The three COCOMO modes of software development were defined as a result of 
research findings suggesting that software products of the same size often require varying 
degrees of effort and development time. Consequently, each of the COCOMO software 
development mode's effort and schedule equations will yield significantly different cost 
estimates. Hence, precise identification of the applicable mode, by means of its 
distinguishing features. is critical in order to prevent estimation inaccuracies. 
The organic mode represents projects that are relatively small in size, developed by 
small software teams in a generally stable development environment. Experience levels 
are high, while schedule and performance pressures are generally lower. 
The semidetached mode represents the middle ground between the organic and 
embedded modes. Flexibility of approach is a trademark of the semidetached mode, as 
intermediate levels of project characteristics and a blend of organic and embedded mode 
characteristics may be encountered in the same project. 
Finally, the embedded mode represents a project that must operate within tight 
constraints. Requirements and interface specifications are generally inflexible, and can 
dictate a considerable need for innovative architectures, algorithms or functionalities. 
(Boehm. 1981, p.81) 
In this series of experiments, the Basic COCOMO version will be utilized as the 
software estimation model. While Intermediate COCOMO estimates have proven clearly 
9 
superior, the rudimentary nature of the Basic COCOMO (only size input - no cost driver 
attributes) facilitates evaluation of model characteristics in conjunction with the SD 
simulator. LikewiJe, the organic software development mode complements the choice of 
Basic COCOMO, and assumes a stable baseline software development environment in 
which the experiments can be conducted. 
l. A Dy .. •ic Si••latioa Model of Software Developmeat 
Research has underscored the impracticalities of controlled experimentation in the 
software engineering field as being excessively costly and time-consuming (Myers, 
1978). Simulation modeling provides a flexible and ideal environment in which 
competing assumptions and conditions may be tested. Unlike real systems, the effects of 
variable manipulation on internal system interactions can be isolated &nd more carefully 
studied. Consequently, for purposes of this experiment, simulation modeling was chosen 
as the experimental method by which the research question would be answered. 
The System Dynamics (SD) Model of Software Project Development, by 
Abdel-Hamid and Madnick, is a comprehensive, highly-detailed, quantitative simulation 
model which captures management-system dynamics and provides a continuous 
simulation capability. Based on the feedback principles of system dynamics, the model 
focuses on four interconnected subsystems, which integrate managerial decision-making 
activities (e.g., scheduling, productivity, and staffing) with the physical production of the 
software product (e.g., design, coding, reviewing, and testing). The four subsystems are 
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human resource management, software production, controlling, and planmng. 
( Abdei-Hamid, 1993, p. 24) 
The purpose of the SD simulator is to serve as a laboratory vehicle for conducting 
experimentation into the dynamics of software development. As such, it provides a 
much-needed means by which the managerial side of the software development process 
might be more carefully examined and, hopefully, better understood. By design, the 
model does not deliver point predictions, but rather seeks to provide a general 
understanding of the nature of the dynamic behavior of a project. An important 
functionality of the model is the ability to perform sensitivity analysis, or "what-if' 
experiments, in order to develop a more complete lll,derstanding of the interrelationships 
of software development variables and identification of causal relationships. 
The model has been designed for use on medium sized, organic type software 
projects (i.e., projects that are 10,000 to 250,000 lines of code and conducted in familiar, 
in-house development environments) (Stephan, 1992, p. 13 ). For a detailed discussion of 
the model's actual structure, formulation and validation, see Abdei-Hamid and Madnick 
(1989 and 1991 ). 
C. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
I. Definition of Experimental Projects 
Five hypothetical software development projects, of varying representative sizes, 
were initia!Jy defined and serialized as projects one through five. Their size was 
established in terms of thousands of delivered source instructions ( KDSI) to match both 
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the COCOMO and SO simulator input parameters. Table I presents project serials and 
their respective sizes, which remain fixed throughout all experiments. 






Table I. Experimental Projects and Sizes 
2. Underestimation of Project Size 
Boehm states, "The software undersizing problem is our most critical road block to 
accurate software cost estimation." He cites three main reasons for this perplexing 
phenomenon. First, people's optimistic and accommodating nature drive them to say 
what others want to hear. High estimates are fuel for confrontation, whereas everyone is 
happy with small, easy software. The second reason involves incomplete recall of the 
large amount of support software that must be developed as part of a project - there is 
generally a stronger recollection of the size and effort required for the much smaller, but 
more visible, operational software. The third reason is related to the incomplete recall 
issue. Unfamiliarity with the full scope of the software project causes people to overlook 
the more obscure software products (and obscure portions of each product) which need to 
be developed. There are no quick fixes to the pervasive undersizing problem other than 
to understand the sources of the problem, and apply that understanding to software sizing 
activities. (Boehm, 1981, pp. 320-323) 
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A study of the impact of undersizing on software estimation fonns the focus of much 
of this experiment. Consequently, underestimation levels, expressed as a percentage of 
actual project size, are applied to the individual project serials in accordance with the 
experimental project profile, which is defined in a subsequent section of this report. 







Table 2. Project Size Underestimation Levels 
Undersizing has a direct effect on both the software cost model (COCOMO) and the 
simulation model (SO simulator) results. Quite simply, a too-small sizing estimate 
invariably results in a too-small cost estimate. For example, a 50 KOSI project, 
undersized by 20 percent, results in a Basic COCOMO estimation identical to that of an 
accurately-sized 40 KOSI project. 
J. Developmeat of Project Profiles 
The experiment seeks to model and analyze the software development activities of a 
hypothetical organization over time. In developing a project profile for the organization, 
particular attention was paid to a number of conditions within the organization that 
would accomplish exercise objectives, while maintaining a reasonable degree of realism 
with respect to the functioning of an actual software development organization. 
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11. Project TMIIU 
Five hypothetical software development teams are consttuctively assembled. As 
teams, they will be assigned to one of the project serials - one team for each project 
serial. There was no consideration given to team make-up in assembling the teams. 
Although disregard for the effects of personnel attributes on team performance represents 
an exercise artificiality, the assumption of essentially "homogeneous" project teams 
facilitates unbiased interpretation of the exercise results. 
b. Project Cycles 
In order to investigate the long-term impact of calibration strategies on software 
cost estimation, follow-on projects to the five project serials already defined is required. 
Consequently, the concept of a project cycle is introduced. A project cycle is defined as 
that period of time required for each of the five individual project serials to be 
completed. The first iteration of this scheme is referred to as "Project Cycle One", 
whereas subsequent iterations are labeled "Project Cycle Two", "Project Cycle Three", 
etc. For purposes of this experiment, organizational software development activities will 
span six project cycles. 
c. Initial Project Te11m AssignmelftS 
With teams assembled, and projects and project cycles defined, the next step is to 
determine a strategy for project assignment. Here the assumption is that all five software 
development teams will commence work on the five project serials concurrently, at time 
zero. For simplicity, and to provide a convenient project profile starting point, 
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assignment of projects in project cvcle one matches team one With project one, team two 
with project two, etc .. Table 3 outlines cycle one project assignments. 
Project Cycle One 






Table 3. Cycle One: Team and Project Assignments 
d. ... /location of U ndenizing F acton 
In order to examine the effects of undersizing on projects of varying size, the 
prcv•ou .. h -defined size underestimataon levels (Table 2) must be allocated in a random 
manner across all projects. For project cycle one, this was accomplished by using a table 
of numhcr .. generated by a random process. Table 4 is such a table and is used in the 
expcnmcnt l3y arbitrarily selecting the intersection of any row and column as the 
stanmg pomt, a list of five numbers is systematically drawn by moving either to the left 
or nght. or upward or downward from this starting point until one of the underestimation 
level values is encountered. This number is recorded in the list, and the movement 
continues until a second number within the allowable range (one through five) is 
encountered. After this second value is recorded in the list. the process repeats three 
more times until the randomized list of five numbers is complete. For example. 
underestimation levels are allocated tor project cycle one by choosing row 5, column 13 
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R Column Number 
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10 1 9 5 4 1 5 2 6 2 9 4 1 1 ... 8 4 4 4 6 1 8 7 8 6 4 8 7 4 4 0 5 ,J 
II 5 6 4 4 1 8 7 2 8 3 6 I 5 9 8 6 2 2 9 I 9 0 4 8 I 0 I 3 5 3 4 
12 7 9 2 5 1 9 7 9 3 I 8 6 8 7 .. 6 6 5 0 3 8 I I 2 4 7 8 9 I 7 5 I 
13 3 3 3 5 9 5 I 4 0 8 2 5 6 3 5 4 6 5 7 2 6 7 8 9 9 9 8 0 9 I 5 
14 I 9 0 4 0 0 9 9 5 7 4 I 5 9 4 7 6 4 8 2 6 4 4 1 8 8 1 5 4 3 8 
15 5 4 4 7 2 0 3 7 9 I 0 9 6 2 9 7 4 7 6 1 1 6 1 2 , 9 5 8 4 4 8 
16 2 9 8 2 5 5 9 3 2 0 4 9 0 6 i 4 4 2 1 5 7 3 6 5 5 4 5 7 9 6 6 4 
17 9 7 6 2 6 7 7 3 3 3 I 7 5 0 9 6 I I 3 9 2 I 1 0 0 I J 7 7 3 7 I 
18 5 8 2 4 3 3 0 8 5 3 5 7 5 8 ; 3 5 9 3 4 5 4 6 3 9 2 7 I I 4 9 1 
--t-
19 4 3 4 9 5 0 3 6 2 9 7 4 6 2 1 5 6]9 8j3 6 I 1 I 4 0 3 5 917 j 8 0 6 
Table 4. Table of Random Numbers. After Ref. (Roscoe, 1975, p. 410) 
(Table 4) as the starting point and moving across the row to the right. The fotlowing 
randomized list is generated: 4 - 2 - 3 - 5 - 1. These numerical values, corresponding to 
underestimation levels, are allocated to cycle one projects as shown in Table 5. 
Project Cycle One 







Table 5. Cycle One: Projects and Undersizing Levels 
For project cycles two through six, undersizing levels are allocated in accordance 
with the Latin Square Design (Daniel and Terrell, 1975, pp. 209-215). Once the 
cycle-one undersizing levels are determined and allocated to the five project serials in 
ascending project-size order, Latin Square imposes a one-position downward shift of row 
values to produce the undersizing allocation for cycle two. The procedure is repeated 
through the six project cycles, which results in cycle-six undersizing levels identical to 
those in cycle one. Table 6 presents the undersizing allocation for all projects across all 
project cycles. This allocation plan is fixed, and is used for all experiments where 
software size underestimation is assumed. 
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Project Cycle 
Project# KDSI 1 2 3 4 
Underestimation Level 
1 40 4 1 5 3 
2 50 2 4 1 5 
3 60 3 2 4 1 
4 70 5 3 2 4 
5 80 I 5 3 2 
Table 6. Project Undersizing Allocation 








In developing the project profile, it was decided that when a project team 
completed their assigned project in cycle one, they would immediately be assigned a new 
project and commence work in cycle two. That is, the team that finishes their cycle-one 
project first, is assigned the first available project in cycle two. The second team to 
finish cycle one gets the next available project in cycle two, and so on, until all five 
teams "arrive" in project cycle two. Subsequent project assignments are determined in 
the same manner through project cycle five. 
The sequence of next-available projects for project cycles two through five are 
randomly assigned. Their project assignment orders are determined by employing the 
same randomization techniques described in the previous section, but with different 
starting coordinates and directions of movement for generating the randomized list for 
each cycle. 
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To facilitate comparative analysis of results with cycle one projects, cycle six 
team assignments replicate their initial project assignments. Table 7 defines the 
next-available project scheme for all six project cycles. 
Order of Project Cycle Project 
Completion 2 3 4 5 in Present 
Cycle Next-Avalibale Project 
l 2 3 1 5 
2 1 4 4 4 
3 3 1 5 2 
4 5 5 3 1 
5 4 2 2 3 
Table 7. Next-Available Project Schedule 







The final project profile, which incorporates next-available project assignments 
and their respective undersizing levels, is presented in Table 8. All experiments follow 
this project-order and undersizing arrangement (when applicable). While project team 
assignments in other than the initial project cycle may vary under different exercise 
scenarios, depending on calculated total development schedule values, the follow-on 
project order and underestimation levels of Table 8 remain fixed in all cases Figure I 
displays a representative Total Development Schedule for all five project teams over six 
project cycles, applying the experimental project profile. 
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------------------~-------------------------------------------------------~ 
Project Cycle One Project Cycle Two Project Cycle Three Project Cycle Four 
Project Undersize Project Undersize Project Undersize Project Undersize 
Team Number Level Number Level Number Level Number Level 
I I 4 2 4 4 2 4 4 
2 2 2 1 1 3 4 I 3 
3 3 3 3 2 1 5 5 2 
4 4 5 5 5 2 1 2 5 
5 5 1 4 3 5 3 3 1 
Table 8. Final Experimental Project Profile 
































Total Development Schedule 
(By Project Development Team and Project Cycle) 
Total Development Months 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
Figure 1. Total Development Schedule 
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4. Learning 
The effects of "learning" on software estimation and productivity are an important 
element of this research. It is reasonable to assume that the effect of experience and 
increases in project familiarity should be reflected in higher productivity. In an attempt 
to model the rate of learning improvement, a plan involving the incremental increase of a 
related SO simulator input variable was developed. 
In the SD model, nominal productivity is defined as one task per man-day. A task is 
any arbitrary unit by which a software project may be measured (Abdei-Hamid and 
Madnick. I'~<) I. p. 80). In our experimentation vehicle, a "task" is defined in terms of a 
discrete numhcr of Delivered Source Instructions, hence the SD input parameter 
/)e/n·ac,/ .'it~urcc Instructions per Task (DSIPTK). Consequently, an appropriate 
increa~ m I>SIPTK over the nominal simulator value as projects are developed, can 
efTecU\'el' model the 'learning curve' effect we are searching for. 
For purpo~s of this experiment, we assume that "learning" IS reflected in a 
I 0-perccnt annual increase in DSIPTK. While total project development schedules 
obvious I~ \ary, an 18 to 24-month timeframe represents a reasonable estimate of 
durat1on for the hypothetical projects as defined. Consequently, a 20-percent increase in 
DSIPTK \vas applied to each project cycle beginning with project cycle two. This value 
is consistent with research findings and industry experiences ( Aron, 1976 ). Hence, the 
learning scenario is defined as an incremental increase of DSIPTK from 100 percent of 
nominal value to 200 percent of the nominal SD simulator value over the six project 
cycles. Table 9 demonstrates how the learning scenario was applied. 







Table 9. Learning Scenario 
5. Conventional COCOMO Calibration Strategy 
"Calibration" is one method by which an organization may tailor a software 
cost-estimation tool to more accurately reflect its unique software development 
experiences. Boehm asserts that calibration ofCOCOMO may be necessary, tor various 
reasons. to provide an organization with the best estimation accuracy "fit". He offers a 
technique for calibrating the constant term in the COCOMO nominal effort equation. and 
this procedure will be replicated as part of the experiment, and throughout the thesis will 
be referred to as the "conventional" calibration strategy. 
Having selected the Basic COCOMO model and the organic mode as the most 
appropriate software development mode for our hypothetical organization. the calibration 
methodology is straightforward. Table I 0 presents the Basic COCOMO effort and 
schedule equations for the organic mode. A few terms require definition in 
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understanding these equattons. Under the l:ffiJrt column, "MM" refers to the number of 
man-months estimated for the software development phase. One man-month is equal to 
152 hours of working time. Under .\'chedule, "TOEV" is the number of estimated 
months for software development. 
Mode Effort Schedule 
Organic MM = 2.4 (KDSI)111~ TDEV = 2.5 (MM)0 lM 
Table 10. Basic COCOMO Effort and Schedule Equations (Organic Mode) 
The constant tenn in the effort equation above (2.4) is the value which is calibrated. 
Because of the absence of cost driver attributes in Basic COCOMO, the optimal 
coefficient may be calculated using the following equation: 




In the above equation, MM;(actual) is the actual development effort of the software 
project. In our experiment, this value is generated by the SO simulator, based on input 
values which include the Basic COCOMO effort and schedule estimates. The variable Q, 
for organic mode re-calibration, is defined as the actual size of the project (KDSI(actual)) 
raised to the power 1 .05. Having determined these values, the calibration process 
continues by multiplying MM,(actual) times 0; for each project. The summation of this 
product is determined for the number of projects being factored in to the re-calibration 
(n). This value forms the numerator of the re-calibration equation. The denominator is 
calculated by first squaring each Q, value, then summing these values. The resultant 
coeflicient represents the derived optimal constant term and replaces the organic 
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COCOMO coefficient value of 2.4 for estimation of the next series of (n) projects. 
Chapter IV provides additional clarification of the calibration methodology using 
exercise data. 
6. Alternative "Normalization" Calibration Strategy 
Boehm commented on a comparative analysis of software cost models, that " ... Not 
too surprisingly, the best results were generally obtained using models with calibration 
coefficients against data sets with few points .... " (Boehm, 1984, p. 18). A similar 
analysis of the validity of the assumptions upon which calibration strategies are based, 
and their impact on software estimation model performance has received considerably 
less attention. 
Basic COCOMO embraces the assumption that historical project results represent the 
preferred and most reliable benchmarks for future estimation purposes. This experiment 
challenges that notion, and seeks to validate the work of Abdel-Hamid by using the SD 
model as an experimental vehicle to demonstrate why this assumption is flawed 
(Abdel-Hamid, 1990, p. 79). 
Using data from a real software project conducted by NASA, Abdel-Hamid 
conducted two experiments as part of SO model validation. The first experiment 
investigated one of two fundamental assumptions upon which conventional calibration 
strategies are based. That is, a project's final results are independent of its initial 
estimation values. His research findings indicate that different estimates do, indeed, 
create different projects. He reported that initial project effort and schedule estimates 
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significantly mjluence work force level decisions, productivity, work intensity, and 
communication and training overheads. Clearly, acceptance of these findings leads to 
rejection of the convention that actual project results provide the best information for 
future estimation activities. 
Abdel-Hamid's second experiment sought to further refute the notion that raw 
historical project values should be the "data of chmce" for both the calibration and 
ex-post-facto evaluation of estimation tools. Again, using the NASA data, he reported 
how the initial 35-percent size underestimation lead to a corresponding underestimate of 
project effort and duration. He observed how learning, in the form of increased project 
familiarity and experience, lead to the discovery of overlooked tasks. which in turn 
resulted in a dramatic "staff explosion" late in the development cycle. in order to meet a 
rigid deadline. At this point, the representativeness of NASA's actual project cost as the 
basis for future effort estimation becomes suspect due to the problematic nature of the 
project. A new project of similar size and scope, but more accurately sized at the outset. 
and consequently more effectively staffed. should result in project costs somewhat less 
than the actual results of NASA's troublesome effort. 
In his work. Abdel-Hamid outlines a "normalization" strategy for eliminating 
inefficiencies due to initial project undersizing which incorporates the capabilities of the 
SD simulator. Much of this research work is aimed at examining and testing this strategy 
against the conventional calibration strategy under a variety of conditions and scenarios. 
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In theory, the normalization strategy seeks to determine the extent of man-day 
excesses. and adjust the archived calibration/estimation values accordingly. Figure 2 
diagrams both the current calibration practice and the proposed normalization strategy. 
RAW HISTORK'AL C ALIBRA T10N I 
RESULTS ESTIMATION 
(A) C~ENT PRACTICE 




CALIRRA TION I 
Rl ~-. 11 f' . ENGINE - p VALUES - p ESTIMATKJN 
fB) PROPOSED NORMALIZATION STRATEGY 
figure 2. (a) Current Practice: (b) Proposed Normalization Strategy 
To decermane the normalized cost value, a project must be re-simulated with no 
unders1zang Optimization of cost savings is determined by repeated simulations in 
which actual project size and schedule inputs are fixed, while effort inputs are 
systematically reduced until further input reductions begin to yield higher cost outputs. 
The input and output values generated during a typical normalization process are 
presented in Table 11. Repeated simulations in which actual project effort (MM(est)) is 
systematically reduced with each simulation, yields a series of actual costs (MM(act)). 
The shaded cell in Table 1 I is the lowest numerical result generated by the SO simulator 
under all input conditions. This represents the project's "normalized" man-month value 
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and reflects the optimum cost savings achievable in a perfectly-sized project The 
estimated versus actual cost values of Table 11 are graphically represented in Figure 3 to 
further illustrate the normalization process 
Cycle # 1, Project #I 
KOSI (est) TDEV (est) MM (est) MM (act) 
40 18.5 120.9 120.6 
40 18.5 115 115.3 
40 18.5 110 114.6 
40 18.5 105 113.4 
40 18.5 100 112.7 
40 18.5 95 ·"'1t1'-''"• 
• '· •• ~~ '"":"'> '" .... • 
40 18.5 90 112.7 
40 18.5 85 113.3 
40 18.5 80 115.4 
















Optimum Savings Achieved 
where Final Simulated Costs = 
112.6 MM 
I 
112 L__l__ ~-__L_ L_ --- ---L---------'----1 
80 85 90 95 100 105 110 115 120.9 
Initial Estimated Cost (MM) 
Figure 3. The Normalization Process 
I -11 Cycle 1 - Project 1- -~ 
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Ill. CONDUCTING THE EXPERIMENT 
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING 
All experiments involve extensive simulation modeling and cos~ estimation calcula-
tions. In addition, archiving requirements for a significant volume of generated data is 
necessary, as well as relational processing capabilities to conduct comparative analysis of 
the findings. These requirements were satisfied, and the experimental tasks successfully 
accomplished on an IBM-compatible 486-DX2/66 personal computer (PC). 
The System Dynamics (SD) simulator runs in the MS-DOS environment, however the 
PC was configured to run the application in a window of Microsoft Windows 3. J, to fa-
cilitate transfer of information. User interface is via the keyboard. Figure 4 is the 
"changes" screen, where input parameters are entered to examine the various exercise 
scenarios. Of note, the fields routinely used in experiment simulations are found on this 
screen such as /JS/PlK and UNIJA:\'T (first column), TOTMM (second column), and 
JDI:'Vl (third column). A tailored report is also generated for each completed simula-
tion, and provides not only a convenient presentation of simulation results, but also dis-
plays initial input parametets to permit easy verification of data entry. A copy of one 
such report is presented in Figure 5. 
An electronic spreadsheet, specifically Lotus 1-2-3, reiease 4. I tor Windows, was cho-
sen as the appropriate application for managi;ig and presenting the experimental data. It 
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were extremely valuable tools in conducting, analyzing, documenting and presenting the 
results of the experiment. 
B. RELATED EXPERIMENTAL TASKS 
With a clear statement of the experimental objective, appropriate choice of experi-
mentation vehicles, and a valid experiment design, several administrative tasks remain 
to facilitate conducting the experiment and handling the data. Important to this pre-
execution phase is the development of a number of worksheet templates in Lotus l-2-3. 
The "calculations worksheets" are of particular value -- project profile data and simulated 
project cost data are directly entered here. Incorporated within the calculations work-
sheets are numeric cell formulas and interrelationships such that upon appropriate entry 
of project data, key dependent values are automatically calculated. Figure 6 is an exam-
ple of a calculations worksheet. A detailed explanation of the calculations worksheet's 
operation is presenttd with the research findings in Chapter IV. 
In addition, a number of tailored spreadsheet tables were developed to archive, per-
form comparative analysis on, and display the collected data in a consolidated, readable 
format. Appendix 8 is an example of this type of tailored spreadsheet table. 
C. DEPENDENT MEASURES 
Answering the research question requires capturing key simulation and computational 
data on project performance and productivity. These values are absolutely essential to 
meaningful analysis and interpretation of the research findings. Each of these values is 
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IProi.Seriall KOSI act I MM esl I -ac:tJ C 
1 40 
2 50 ·-----~-
3 60 74 
4 70 . 87 
5 80 -100 
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described below~ parenthetical text following each heading reflects the abbreviation used 
for this value throughout the thesis: 
1. Actual Project Effort (MM(act)) 
Actual Project Effort is one of the dependent variables generated by the SO 
simulator, and represents the number of actual man-months required for the software 
development phase of each individual project. 
2. Actual Project Schedule (TDEV(act)) 
This value is also a dependent variable generated by the SD simulator, and represents 
the actual number of months required for completion of the software development phase 
of each individual project. 
3. Actual Project Productivity (Producdvity) 
Actual Project Productivity is an important metric by which competing calibration 
strategies are compared and evaluated. It is calculated by dividing the actual project size 
(KDSI(act)) by the actual project effort (MM(act)). This value is calculated ex-post-facto 
for each individual project. It is expressed as a decimal value, and there is an inverse 
relationship between actual project effort and actual project productivity. 
4. Composite Cycle Productivity ( Comp Prod) 
Composite cycle productivity is a deterministic value which reflects the combined 
productivity of all five projects as defined in a particular project cycle. It is calculated by 
dividing the total actual size of all projects in the cycle (summation ofKDSI(act)), by the 
total actual effort of all projects (summation of MM (actual)). Since the total actual size 
of all projects in each cycle is fixed (300 KDSI), composite productivity is driven by the 
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value of total project effort - the lower the total effort, the higher the composite 
productivity. 
5. Average Staff (Avg Staff) 
This value represents the average staffing level for each project. The accurate 
projection of required staff levels is a critical function in software development. 
Average Staff is calculated in COCOMO by dividing the actual project effort (MM(act)) 
by the actual project schedule (TDEV(act)). 
6. Normalized Project Effort (MM(norm)) 
Normalized Project Effort is the value resulting from the application of the 
normalization process, described in detail in Chapter II, to Actual Project Effort 
(MM(act)). Its value represents an optimal achievable level of project effort and forms 
the basis for calculation of the COCOMO Calibration Coefficient in the alternative 
calibration strategy which is examined in this experiment. 
7. COCOMO Calibration Coefficient ( Coej]icient) 
"Calibration" is one method by which an organization may tailor a software cost 
estimation tool to more accurately reflect its unique software development experiences. 
"Coefficient" refers to the constant tenn in the COCOMO nominal effort equation, and 
its calculated value is critical to subsequent model estimation accuracy. The central 
issue in the evaluation of the conventional versus the alternate (normalized) calibration 
strategies involves the appropriateness of the independent variable upon which the 
coefficient calculation is based. In the conventional calibration strategy, it is based on 
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actual project effort (MM(act)), while the normalized calibration strategy bases its 
computation on normalized project effort (MM(norm)). 
D. ORGANIZING THE EXPERIMENT 
The experiment is conducted in four phases. Presented in this section of the report are 
the research objectives of the various experiments, an explanation of how each phase is 
organized, and a general explanation of the exercise "flow". Detailed process definitions 
are presented along with the experimental results and analyses in Chapter IV. 
1. PhaseOne 
The objective of this phase is to compare the simulated project cost results obtained 
by applying the conventional software estimation tool calibration strategy, against a 
similar set of cost values obtained by applying the normalized calibration strategy. Both 
learning and undersizing are assumed in this scenario. The project profile determines the 
project-set order and undersizing allocation for each of the six project cycles. The SD 
simulator and COCOMO equations are used to both replicate the conventional 
calibration strategy and test the alternative normalization strategy. Key computational 
values (Dependent Measures) are captured, and a comparative analysis of the two 
calibration strategies is offered The data set collected in Phase One constitutes the "base 
case" results, against which all other scenarios are tested. 
2. PhaseTwo 
In Phases Two through Four, the experiment is structured to perform sensitivity 
analysis on the base case results. Different assumptions and environmental factors are 
examined by using the SD simulator's ability to change one input variable while holding 
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all others constant. In each scenario, particular attention is paid to the effects of 
"normalization", vis-a-vis the conventional calibration strategy, on the experimental 
results. 
The objective of Phase Two is to examine the effects of size underestimation on base 
case results. A new case is developed where learning is assumed, but no size 
underestimation. Simulated results for the same project set are calculated, applying both 
the conventional and normalized calibration strategies, and compared with base case 
findings. All other conditions are identical to those in Phase One. 
3. Phase Three 
The objective of Phase Three is to examine the effects of learning on base case 
results. A new case is developed where undersizing is assumed, but no learning. 
Simulated results for the same project set are calculated, applying both the conventional 
and normalized calibration strategies, and cor,~pared with base case findings. All other 
conditions are identical to those in Phases One and Two. 
4. Phase Four 
The objective of Phase Four is to examine the impact of overestimation and 
underestimation of productivity on project-set results. In this scenario, we again assume 
undersizing and no learning, as in the previous experiment. However, this experiment 
explores the effect of misrepresenting productivity as a function of how the level of effort 
associated with the accomplishment of a software development "task" is defined within 
the organization. 
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Central to the productivity overestimation/underestimation question is the notion of 
"variable task definition." Disparate definitions of the effort required to accomplish a 
software task may account for situations where various software development organiza-
tions require different levels of development effort to design and code projects of similar 
size and scope. In projects where the number of delivered source instructions is tdentical 
in each organization, the value of "task" becomes the determinant with regard to measur-
ing effort, and hence, productivity. First, this experiment re-simulates the project set and 
examines the impact of underestimating productivity by a factor of 75 percent of the 
nominal case. Next, the project set is re-simulated, this time overestimating productivity 
by a factor of 125 percent of the nominal case. The results are compared to Phase Three, 




IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The SD simulation model generated raw data on the actual cost and schedule for each 
simulated project. The manner in which these values are applied in calibrating the CO-
COMO software estimation tool, and its impact on productivity and cost savings under a 
series of conditions are the central foe~ of this analysis. As such, there are four princi-
pal areas of investigation. First, the replication of a conventional software estimation 
tool calibration strategy using raw cost data and assuming both learning and undersizing, 
is compared with an alternative calibration strategy using normalized cost data under the 
same assumptio.1s. Ne· • · 1ase-case results of phase one are compared with simulated 
results of a new case assuming learning but no undersizing. The third area of investiga-
tion is a comparison of the base-case results with a new case in which there is undersiz-
ing, but without learning effects. Finally, the impact of both underestimation and 
overestimation of productivity on the results obtained in the scenario with undersizing 
and without learning is examined. 
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B. CONVENTIONAL VS. ALTERNATIVE CALIBRATION STRATEGIES WITH 
LEARNING AND UNDERSIZING (BASE CASE) 
1. Assumptions 
a. U nderestimtllion of Project Size 
The Basic COCOMO schedule estimation model requires as its single input, a 
user-provided estimate of the project's size in thousands of delivered source instructions 
(KDSI). Consequently, an inaccurate size estimate input will result in a similarly impre-
cise schedule estimation output. The inclination toward project size underestimation is 
not uncommon throughout the software industry (Boehm, I98I, p. 320). For purposes of 
this experiment, size underestimation, when applied, is represented as a percentage of 
actual project size. Undersizing is assumed to range from I 0 percent to 50 percent, in 
I 0-percent increments, and is applied to individual project serials in accordance with the 
project/cycle profiles presented in Chapter II. The undersizing percentages, expressed in 
decimal notation, are subsequently applied as the SD simulator input parameter 
UNDEST 
b. The Effects of "Learning" on Software Estimation and Productivity 
By "learning" we mean increases in productivity. This learning happens as an or-
ganization gains experience in developing its type of software and as it incorporates new 
software development tools. As discussed in Chapter II, we assume that "learning" is re-
flected in a 1 0-percent annual increase in the SD simulator input parameter Delivered 
Source Instructions per Task (DSIPTK). Consequently, with project schedules generally 
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approaching two years' duration, a 20-percent increase in DSIPTK was applied to each 
project cycle beginning with project cycle two. Therefore, the learning scenario is de-
fined as an incremental increase of DSIPTK from 100 percent to 200 percent of the 
nominal value over the six project cycles. 
2. Conventional Calibration Strategy 
Five synthetic project serials were simulated over six organizational project cycles, 
for a total of 30 simulations. Key computational values, as defined in Chapter III, were 
calculated and tracked throughout the experiment. They include Actual Project Effort 
(MM(actual)), Actual Project Schedule (TDEV(act}), COCOMO Calibratwn Coefficzent 
(Coefficient), Actual Project Productivity (Productivity), Composite Cycle Productrvity 
(Comp Prod), and Average Number of Staff Required (Avg.Staft). Appendix A presents 
alJ calculations and data used to generate these key valut::s, which are further consoli-
dated and summarized in Table 12. 
The methodology for determining actual simulated values will be described as the 
process unfolds in Appendix A. In the following discussion, descriptive abbreviations in 
parenthesis correspond to column labels in Appendix A. For each project serial (Proj Se-
rial), a learning value (DSIPTK. (%))is assigned. A project size estimate (KDSI(est)) is 
determined by multiplying the actual project size (KDSI(act)) times the size 
underestimation percentage (Under(%)). Using this project size estimate (KDSI(est)) as 
the input variable to the organic COCOMO formula, the estimated project effort 
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Table 12. Conventional Calibration Strategy 
~ 
(MM(est)) and estimated project schedule (TDEV(est)) are determined. All required in-
put parameters for the project simulation have now been calculated. They are, 
KDSI(act), DSIPTK (%)-expressed as a numerical value based on the nominal simula-
tor value of 60, Under(%) -expressed as a decimal value, MM(est), and TDEV(est). 
Next, the SD simulator generates the actual effort (MM( act)) and actual schedule 
(TDEV(act)) values. 
The second series of calculations presented in each project cycle in Appendix A, 
uses the simulated actual effort and schedule values of each of the five project serials to 
determine the COCOMO calibration coefficient (Coefficient) which will be applied to all 
projects in the subsequent project cycle. Coefficient calculation is based on a series of 
well-defined computations as described in Chapter II. In the case of project cycle one, 
the Coefficient of2.56 reflects an upward adjustment from the organic COCOMO value 
of2.4. If this "conventional" calibration strategy is effective, this higher value, when ap-
plied to project cycle two size estimations, should produce more accurate effort and 
schedule estimates. Figure 7 shows the movement of the COCOMO calibration coeffi-
cient over the six project cycles under the conventional calibration strategy. 
In addition, actual project productivity (Productivity) and composite cycle productiv-
ity (Comp Prod) are also determined in Appendix A Actual project productivity (Pro-
ductivity) is defined as the actual size of the project (KDSI(act)) divided by the actual 
cost of the project (MM(actual)). Results of the experiment are displayed in Figure 8, 
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Figure 8. Productivity: Conventional Calibration Strategy - Base Case 
Composite cycle productivity is defined as the total actual ~ of all projects in the 
cycle (~KDSI (act)), divided by the total actual effort of all projects(~ (act)). In 
the conventional cahbration scenario, overall composite productivity of the software de-
velopment organimion through the six project cycles improved from .317 to .411 (29.65 
percent). Figure 9 captures this upward movement of composite productivity. 
3. Alteraative Calibratioa Strategy 
The methodology employed in applying the alternative calibration strategy is identi-
cal to the conventional strategy described in the previous section, with one important ex-
ception. As described in Chapter II, upon determination of actual cost and schedule 
values using conventional COCOMO techniques, the projects are re-simulated with ac-
tual size and actual schedule inputs fixed Cost estimates are gradually reduced from the 
actual simulated value until the optimum savings, or "normalized" cost value, is 
achieved. Appendix B provides all data on the normalization process for each of the five 
project serials over the six project cycles. Shaded cells in the MM(act) column represent 
the optimum or "normalized" value for that particular project. This value, referred to as 
MM(norm), is incorporated in the organilJitional data base and is used to calculate the 
new COCOMO cahbration coefficiellt. Appendix C presents aU calculations and data as-
sociated with the calibration of COCOMO using normalized data. Note its similarities 
with Appendix A However, in the second series of calculations for each project cycle, 
the normalized effort (MM(norm)) is a new column entJy. Its value was computed as 
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Figure 9. Composite Productivity: Conventional Calibration Strategy- Base Case 
Appendix B. It is this value, MM(norm), which generates the new COCOMO coeffi-
cient, and not the actual effort cost value (MM(act}}, as in the conventional calibration 
strategy. 
It is important to note that normalization of the effort cost data has no direct impact 
on project productivity or composite cycle productivity, as actual effort costs continue to 
be used in computing these values. Normalization is primarily a process by which the in-
efficiencies which have plagued a problematic software development project can be 
eliminated. In so doing, it is possible for an organization to optimize the accuracy and 
representativeness of archived data for future estimation of similar projects. 
A by-product of the normalization process, however, is improved productivity. In 
theory, normalization provides the organization with more optimal calibration coeffi-
cients which should lead to more optimal estimations. As inefficiencies are eliminated in 
project estimation, simulations produce projects with lower actual costs, which in turn, 
lead to improved productivity. These notions are borne out in the experimental findings 
summarized in Figure to and Table 13- a comparison of the previously-determined raw 
historical data with the normalized data recorded upon re-simulation of the identical pro-
ject set Improvement percentages for normalized data versus raw data are calculated in 
Table 13 for actual cost, productivity, and composite productivity values. Note that be-
ginning with project cycle two (when the normalization process first produces a unique 
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~--- --- --~-~-r--- -- ·---
Cycle & Project Raw Data Normalized Data Percent Improvement 
~ Pr~ # IOSIPTK {% MM (act} Productivity Comp.Prod DSIPTK(% MM (act) Productivity Comp.Prod MM (act) Productivity Comp.Prod, 1 1 100% 120.9 0.33 100% 120.9 0.33 0.00% 0.00% 
1 -r- 100% 149.7 0.33 ---- 100% 9.7 0.33 0.00% 0.00% ----~-r_:--~~r--- - 3--- -- 100% 187.6 0.32 100% 187.6 0.32 0.00% 0.00% ~----
-4-- 100% 245.8 0.28 100% 245.8 0.28 0.00% 0.00% 
---r ~ 5 100% 242.3 0.33 0.317 100% 242.3 0.33 0.317 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
I-- 2 2 120% 147.3 0.34 120% 142.7 0.35 3.12% 2.94% 
-- ------~ 
2 - !__ --=r= 120% 117.7 0.34 120% 107.6 0.37 8.58% 8.82% -~ 
- 2-- 3 120% 178.6 0.34 120% 165.9 0.36 7.11% 5.88% 
- r-- 5 120% 291.4 0.27 ~- 120% 2n.9 0.29 4.63% 7.41% ~--
-
r--____1____- 4 120% 209.9 0.33 0.317 120% 207.7 0.34 0.333 1.05% 3.03% 5.05% I 
3 ~..--- -140% 216.5 0.32 140% 182.1 0.36 15.89% 18.75% 
- 3~ 3 140o/o 189.2 0.32 140% 164.8 0.36 12.90% 12.50% I 
3 
~ 
1 140% 123.1 0.32 140% 104.6 0.38 15.03% 18.76% I 
3 2 140% 147 0.34- 140% 122.7 0.41 16.63% 20.59% ~---~ 
--
3 5 140% 251.2 0.32 0.324 140% 229.9 0.36 0.373 8.48% 9.38% 15.12% I 
-4- r---~ 160% 212.1 0.33 160% 188 0.37 11.36% 12.12% -4--~-t-- 1 160% 111.1 0.36 160% 92.3 0.43 16.92% 19.44% 
4 5 160% 233.8 0.34 160% 199.9 0.4 14.60% 17.65% 
~-l~-- ~ 160% 146.9 0.34 160% 128 0.39 12.87% 14.71% 160% 165.7 0.36 0.345 160% 138.6 0.43 0.402 16.42% 19.44% 16.52% 
5 5 180% 225.9 0.35 180% 216.1 0.37 4.78% 6.71% 
5 4 180% 180 0.39 180% 154.4 0.45 14.22% 15.38% 
-~---- 2 180% 130.6 o.:ro 180% 111.6 O.-J5 14.55% 18.42% 5 ~-----~~ 3 180% 165.3 0.3& 180% 151.9 0.39 8.11% 8.33% 
5 1 180% 100.5 0.4 0.374 180% 85.1 0.47 0.418 15.32% 17.60% 11.76% 
6 1 200% 95.3 0.42 200% 84.1 0.48 11.75% 14.29% 
6 2 200% 117.2 0.43 200% 103.2 0.48 11.95% 11.63% 
6 3 200% 145.8 0.41 200% 130.9 0.46 10.22% 12.20% 
6 4 200% 180.5 0.39 200% 176.6 0.4 2.16% 2.56% 
---~-- 5 200% 191.7 L__ _()._4g_ __ _ 0.411~ 200% 170 0.47 0.451 11.32% -11.9()'K J ~.?3'!._ 
-·---- -- --·-·-·---- - -- -·-- - -- --
Table 13. Comparison of Conventional and Normalized Calibration Strategies- Base Case 
N 
"' 
are noted in productivity values associated with both raw and normalized data, the more 
dramatic results achieved through data normalization is apparent. 
Of particular significance is the improvement in composite cycle productivity evident 
within both the raw and normalized data sets themselves. Over the course of the six pr<r 
ject cycles~ composite productivity. as determined under the conventional calibration 
strategy improved by 29.65 percent (from .317 to .411). Even more impressively, under 
the normalization strategy, composite productivity values improved by 42.27 percent 
(from .317 to .451). Recalling that in this scenario, experimental assumptions include 
both learning and undersizing, it is logical to pursue investigation of alternative scenarios 
in an effort to isolate and examine the effects of these assumptions. 
The proper use of normalized effort cost data can have a significant impact on future 
software development costs. Table 14 summarizes actual project effort (MM(act)) under 
both the conventional and normalized calibration strategies. In addition, the table in-
cludes information on potential savings which may be achieved by archiving normalized 
data jn the organizational data base vice the actual cost data. These savings could result 
when, in the future, the organization is faced with estimation of a project of similar size 
and scope. By using normalized data as input, estimates would not be biased by the inef-
ficiencies which plagued the previous project. The potential savings in our problem set 
are noteworthy, both in terms of real effort cost savings (2.2 to 34.4 man-months) and 
percentage of reduction in cost (1.05 to 16.92 percent). Figure 11 graphically represents 
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Cycle and Project Information I Actual Project Effort Potential Savings Through 
1 Conventional Normalized N orr"' ::dization I 
-·-C_ycle # Proj.Serial KDSUact)i MM {act) MM{act) MM Percent I 
1 1 40 120.9 120.9 0 i 0.00% i 
1 2 50 149.7 149.7 0 0.00% 
1 3 60 187.6 187.6 0 I 0.00% I 
1 4 70 245.8 245.8 0 I 0.00% I I 
1 5 80 242.3 242.3 0 0.00% I 
2 2 50 147.3 142.7 : 4.6 3.12% 
2 1 40 117.7 107.6 I 10.1 8.58% 
2 3 60 178.6 165.9 12.7 7.11% I I 
2 5 80 291.4 277.9 I 13.5 4.63% I 
2 4 70 209.9 207.7 2.2 1.05% I 
3 4 70 216.5 182.1 34.4 15.89% 
3 3 60 189.2 164.8 24.4 12.90% 
3 1 40 123.1 104.6 18.5 15.03% 
3 2 50 147 122.7 24.3 16.53% 
3 5 80 251.2 229.9 21.3 I 8.48% 
4 4 70 212.1 188 24.1 11.36% 
4 1 40 111.1 92.3 18.8 16.92% 
4 5 80 233.8 199.9 33.9 i 14.50% 
4 2 50 146.9 128 18.9 ! 12.87% 
4 3 60 165.7 138.5 27.2 16.42% 
5 5 80 225.9 215.1 10.8 4.78% 
5 4 70 180 154.4 25.6 14.22% 
5 2 50 130.6 111.6 19 14.55% 
5 3 60 165.3 151.9 13.4 8.11% 
5 1 40 100.5 85.1 15.4 15.32% 
6 1 40 95.3 84.1 11.2 11.75% 
6 2 50 117.2 103.2 14 11.95% 
6 3 60 145.8 130.9 14.9 10.22% 
6 4 70 180.5 176.6 3.9 2.16% 
6 5 80 191.7 I 170 21.7 11.32% 
Table 14. Potential Savings Through Normalization 
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Figure 11. Potential Cost Savings Achievable Through Normalization (Man-Months) 
the potential cost savings achievable through normalization of all projects, beginning 
with project cycle two. 
These savings are possible since normalization removes the inefficiencies which lead 
to smaller COCOMO coefficients, which in tmn, lead to "tighter" (i.e., smaller) cost esti-
mates. On the other hand, the conventional calibration strategy produces higher calibra-
tion coefficients which subsequently lead to larger size estimates (Figure 12). As 
discussed in Chapter II, these higher-than-ideal estimates significantly influence the pro-
ject's final results. Work expands to fill the available slack time, and the self-fulfilling 
prophecy of Parkinson's Law is realized once again (Boehm, 1981, p. 592). 
Estimated project productivity was calculated as a measme by which the effects of 
project size underestimation could be observed on project behavior and outcome. Its cal-
culation differs from that of actual productivity in that the actual size of the project 
(KDSI(act)) is divided by the COCOMO-generated estimate of project cost based on no 
size underestimation (MM(est)). With post-facto knowledge of a project's actual size, an 
estimated project effort value can be generated for the denominator value (MM(est)). 
Figure 13 plots estimated project productivity versus project size for project cycle one 
and both the conventional and nonnalized estimated productivity values for project cycle 
six. It is clear from the plot that estimated productivity decreases as project size increases 
in all three instances. 
As defined, the estimated productivity value should "shadow" the actual productivity 
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Figure 13. Estimated Productivity - Base Case 
against actual project productivity, estimated project productivity provides an indication 
of the relative accuracy and validity of the software estimation tool and its calibration co-
efficient. Figures 14, 15, and 16 compare actual versus estimated project productivity as 
a function of project size for project cycles one and both the raw and normalized in-
stances of project cycle six. respectively. In Figure 14, the trend toward convergence of 
the actual and estimated productivity values appears loosely related to initial project un-
dersizing. For example, the project with the smallest size underestimation (80 KDSI with 
10% underestimation) has an actual productivity figure closest to its estimated productiv-
ity value. Likewise, the actual productivity of the project with the largest undersizing (70 
KDSI with 500/o underestimation) is furthest away from its estimated counterpart. 
From Figure 13, it is evident that the conventional COCOMO calibration method bas 
lead to estimated productivity values in project cycle six approximately 10 percent more 
than similar projects in cycle one. The normalization method yields values nearly 41 per-
cent higher than cycle one. Nevertheless, from Figure 15, conventional cycle six actual 
productivity values exceeded their estimates by between 5.1 and 14 percent. With the 
exception of the largely undersized project (70 KDSI, 50-percent undersizing), the nor-
malization strategy, shown in Figure 16, provides the best "fit", with estimated produc-
tivities ex..::eeding actual productivities by an average of less than 1.5 percent. 
This fact ts also confirmed by using the completed project results for ex-post-facto 
evaluation of the accuracy of the COCOMO estimation model. The percentage of 
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Figure 16. Actual vs Estimated Productivity: Cycle Six - Normalization Strategy - Base Case 
~ 
relative error in the accuracy of project cost estimation can be caluclated using the fol-
lowing equation: 
. IOO•IMM(act)-MM(est)l 
Percent Relative Error = 1 n. Ll jVUVJ\QCf) 
(4.1) 
Eqt:ation 4.1 is used to determine the accuracy of the base case estimates generated under 
both the conventional and normalized calibration strategies in cycles two through six of 
the exercise scenario. Figure 17 is a plot of the average error for all projects by project 
cycle, and the results suggest that the accuracy of COCOMO project cost estimation in 
this scenario favors the normalized calibration model over the conventional model. 
C. EFFECTS OF NO llNDERSIZING ON BASE CASE RESULTS 
Having concluded an examination of conventional versus normalized calibration 
strategies in a scenario that included both learning and undersizing (base case), the pro-
ject set was re-simulated under similar conditions, but assuming no undersi.zing. The 
methodology was identical to the base case, with the exception that the SD simulator in-
put UNDEST was set at "0" in each project simulation to reflect "perfect" size estimation. 
Appendices D, E, and F document the results of these re-simulations, again modeling 
both the conventional and normalized calibration strategies. The results are summarized 
in Table 15. 
A comparison with the base case results (Table 13) reveals some interesting findings. 
With no undersizing, individual productivity improved in all projects and across all pro-
ject cycles with respect to their undersized counterparts. In 18 of the 30 project serials, 
however, the percentage of improvement in productivity realized through the 
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~Cycle & Project I Raw Data I --- Normalized Data I Percent Improvement 
---=-=::=-::-+~~"'-+==':~~'+--'~~"'-! 
1 - 3-- --100% - -178:3 -0-:34 - - 100%-r--178.3 0.34 --- - - 0.00110 -0.00% 
_ _1_ 4 100% - 212 0.33 . 100% 212 0.33 0.00% 0.00% ---~ 
1 5 100% 246.? 0.32 0.334 1DO_o/o_ 246.7 0.32 0.334 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
2 2 120% 147.3 0.34 120% 142.4 0.36 3.33% 2.94% _.J 
2 1 120% 116.6 0.3-4 120% 112.6 0.36 3.43% 5.88% 
2 3 120% 178.2 0.34 120% 172.6 0.36 3.14% 2.94% ---1 
2 5 120% 241.2 0.33 - 120% 233.7 0.34 3.11% 3.03% - . ------
f--2·--- -4 120% 209.7 0.33 0.336 120% 203.1 -~ . 0.347 --3.15% ---3.03%- -3.27% 
3 4 140% 206.1 0.34 140% 182.1 0.38 11.64'1!_ 11.76% ' 
f-- 3 3 140% 174.4 0.34 140o/o 164.7 ---- 0.39 11.30% 14.71% -----, 
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Table 15. Comparison of Conventional and Normalized Calibration Strategies: 
Case With Learning and No Undersizing 
normalization process, was less in this scenario (no undersizing) than in the base case 
(with undersizing). This is reflected in Figure 18, where a plot of the average improve-
ment in productivities as a result of normalization shows minimal variance between the 
two scenarios. 
Composite cycle productivities within the domain of the "no undersizing" scenario, 
again showed a significant improvement over the span of the six project cycles, with the 
conventional strategy yielding an improvement of 32.3 percent, and the normalization 
strategy 43.7 percent. These productivity improvements (without undersizing), however, 
are only marginally better than those realized in the base case (with undersizing). Figure 
19 presents a graphical summary of composite cycle productivity, comparing raw and 
normalized results in both the undersizing and no-undersizing scenario. It is evident that 
by the third project cycle~ composite productivity under the normalized calibration strat-
egy surpasses the productivity values achieved under the conventional calibration strat-
egy, regardless of whether or not the project's size was underestimated. This finding 
suggests that normalization may be an effective tool that can help offset the negative ef-
fects of project estimation undersizing. Nevertheless, fmther research is required to sup-
port this claim. 
Estimated productivity comparisons under this scenario reveal some interesting re-
sults. With no undersizing, actual and estimated individual project productivities are 
nearly identical in cycle one (Figure 20). These values are the same in the conventional 
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Figure 20. Actual vs Estimated Productivity: Cycle One- Conventional Strategy- Case With Learning and 
No Undersizlng 
until project cycle two. However, using the conventional strategy (raw data), estimates 
of productivity begin to drift, and by cycle six lag actual productivities by a range of6.8 
percent to 10.86 percent (Figure 21). Conversely, nonnalized data continues to produce 
precise estimates within one percent of actual productivity values in cycle six (Figure 
22). This would indicate a more responsive calibration of the COCOMO constant by the 
normalization process in this scenario. 
The relative error in the accuracy of COCOMO's project cost estimation under con-
ventional and ncnnaJized calibration strategies is quite dramatic in this scenario of no 
undersizing, as can be clearly seen in Figure 23. With "perfect" size input, normalization 
of the data results in consistent COCOMO cost estimates across all project cycles, with a 
relative error rate of less than one-half percent Conversely, while conventionally-
calibrated COCOMO produces "tight" cost estimates in project cycles one and two, the 
error rate balloons to nearly ten percent by cycle six. 
D. EFFECTS OF NO LEARNING ON BASE CASE RESULTS 
In this experiment, the project set was re-simulated in a scenario which included un-
dersizing. but assumed no learning between project cycles. The methodology differed 
from the base case only in the fact that the SD simulator parameter DSIPTK remained 
fixed at the default value of "60" for all project simulations. This effectively eliminated 
the learning assumption, by modeling the experiment with a "flat" delivered-source-
instruction-per-task rate from cycle to cycle. Appendices G, H, and I document the results 
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Figure 23. Average Error in Accuracy of Estimation of Project Cost: Case With Learning and No 
Underslzing 
Results of the experiment are summarized in Table 16, and show that while individ-
ual project productivity using the conventional calibration strategy varied between .26 
and .35, composite productivity through the six project cycles decreased marginally from 
.317 to .311 (1.89 percent). In this ~enario (undersizing but no learning), the normali-
zation strategy yielded minimal improvement, at best, over the conventional strategy in 
terms of real effort (-2.92 percent to 6.54 percent), individual project productivity (-3.85 
percent to 6.25 percent) and comr site productivity (.33 percent to 3.57 percent). In ad-
dition, with normalization, composite productivity over the six project cycles improved 
only trivially from .317 to .318 (.315 percent). These composite productivity values are 
graphically represented in Figure 24, and provide an important observation. The findings 
suggest that, in an environment devoid of learning, both the conventional and normaliza-
tion calibration strategies are largely ineffective in improving productivity. 
Similarly, both estimated productivity and relative accuracy values are inconclusive 
in this scenario. In the case of the conventional strategy, raw data values produce under-
estimates of productivity averaging 4.5 percent, while the normalization strategy yields 
overestimates averaging 8.9 percent. The accuracy of project cost estimation favors the 
conventional COCOMO calibration strategy in three of the five project serials, besting 
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Table 16. Comparison of Conventional and Normalized Calibration Strategies: 
Case With Undersizing and No Learning 
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E. THE EFFECTS OF OVERESTIMATION AND UNDERESTIMATION OF 
PRODUCTIVITY ON SIMULATION RESULTS 
The final series of experiments examines the impact of overestimation I underestima-
tion of productivity on project set results. In this scenario, we again assume undersizing 
and no learning, as in the previous experiment. However, this experiment explores the 
effect of misrepresenting productivity by virtue of how a "task" is defmed. 
Central to the notion of variable task definition is the situation where different soft-
ware development organizations require different development efforts to design and code 
projects of a similar size and,scope. Consequently, where DSI is constant and fixed in 
both organizations, the value of "task" becomes the determinant with regard to measuring 
effort. 
First, the project set is re-simulated with underestimation and no learning, but with a 
DSIPTK value fixed at 75 percent of the nominal case. The nominal case default value 
of the SD simulator is "60", hence, the input metric is set at "45". Cost and productivity 
values are calculated in the usual manner, using both the conventional and normalization 
calibration strategies. Data and calculations are presented in Appendices J, K, and L, and 
are summarized in Table 17. A comparison with Table 16 values (undersizing, no learn-
ing, nominal DSIPTK value), and employing the conventional strategy with raw histori-
cal data, reveals significantly lower individual project productivities in each instance. 
Likewise, composite cycle productivities fall by 15.5 percent to 17.8 percent. The effects 
of normalization under these experimental conditions are negligible. Both individual 
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Table 17. Com~rison of Conventional and Nonnalized Calibration Strategies: 
Case With Undersizing, No Learning and DSIPTK = 15% of Nominal Case 
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project productivities and composite cycle productivities are virtually unchanged despite 
normalization (improvement range of -.38 percent to 2.37 percent). 
Next, the DSIPTK value was set at 125 percent of the nominal case. or "15", and the 
projects re-simulated yet again with all other conditions unchanged Supporting data and 
calculations are presented in Appendices M. N. and 0. and are smnmarized in Table 18. 
Results under the conventional strategy reveal a global improvement in individual project 
productivity. Similarly. composite cycle productivity improves by an average of 10.34 
percent over Table 16 (nominal) values. The effect of normalization in this scenario. 
while not as dramatic as under the learning assumption (Table 13), nevertheless improves 
composite productivity by an average of 11.96 percent over the Table 16 values. and 
yields an improvement over conventional strategy values ranging from 2.09 to 4.85 
percent. 
Figure 25 is a graphical representation of composite productivity under all exercise 
conditions described in this section, and includes data carried forward from the previous 
section (DSIPTK = I 000/0) for comparison purposes. The composite productivity posi-
tioning is readily apparent and appears directly linked to DSIPTK values/percentages. 
The figure also provides a view of the effects of normalization on each of the three data 
sets. Clearly, the higher DSIPTK values yield the more significant normalization benefit 
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Table 18. Comparison of Conventional and Normalized Calibration Strat~gies: 
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Figure 25. Composite Productivity: Conventional vs Normalized 
DSIPTK = 75%, 100%, and 125% 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
A. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND IMPUCATIONS 
The major objective of this thesis was to use simulation modeling to replicate the de-
velopment of a set of 30 hypothetical software projects, the results of which were used to 
evaluate two competing calibration strategies for the COCOMO software estimation tool 
in four experimental scenarios. 
1. PbaseOae 
In phase one, the simulated project costs obtained by applying the conventional 
calibration strategy, were evaluated against a similar set of cost values obtained by 
applying the normalized calibration strategy in a scenario which assumed both learning 
and underslZing. The normalization process contributed to significant increases in both 
individual project productivity and composite cycle productivity. The experiment 
demonstraled that normalization provided the organization with more optimal calibration 
coefficients which, in ~ lead to more optimal cost estimations. As inefficiencies were 
eliminated in project cost estimation, simulations produced projects with lower actual 
costs, and hence, improved productivity. 
The experiment also demonstrated that the normalization strategy provided the soft-
ware organization with the potential for significant future cost savings. The normaliza-
tion process effectively removed many of the inefficiencies associated with undersized 
projects. Consequently, archiving normalized cost data in the organi:mtional data base 
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vice the actual project results, produced more optimal estimates when identical projects 
were re-simulated following model calibration. In contrast, as a result of higher calibra-
tion coefficients, the conventional calibration strategy produced consistently larger and 
less optimal co~t esti:wates. 
Post-facto knowledge of the projects' actual size was used to calculate two related ex-
ercise metrics, both of which provided an indication of the relative accuracy and validity 
of the software estimation tool - estimated productivity and relative error in cost estima-
tion. The normalized cost data produced the strongest correlation between actual and es-
timated productivity results, indicating that the model provided more accurate estimates. 
This was confirmed when the computed accuracy of the base case COCOMO estimates 
clearly favored the normalized calibration model. 
2. PhaseTwo 
In phase two, the base case results of phase one were compared with simulated 
results of a new case assuming learning, but no undersizing. With no undersizing, both 
the conventional and normalized calibration strategies produced global improvements in 
project productivities over base case results. Normalization again provided cost benefit 
over raw historical data, but in this scenario, the average improvement in individual 
project productivity was less dramatic than in the base case. Similarly, composite cycle 
productivities were only marginally improved over their base case counterparts. These 
findings suggest that normalization may be an effective strategy to counterbalance the 
detrimental effects of initial project undersizing. Both estimated productivity and 
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relative accuracy solutions in th.i.s scenario revealed that the conventional calibration 
strategy produced increasingly suboptimal model performance over the six project cycles 
Conversely, the normalized model continued to provi.le extremely precise estimates 
throughout all project cycles. 
3. Phase Three 
Phase three re-simulated the project set in a scenario which included project size 
underestimation, but no learning. Normalization was least effective in this scenario, 
yielding minimal improvement, at best, over the conventional strategy in all key cost and 
productivity metrics. The findings suggest that without learning, both the conventional 
and normalization calibration strategies are largely ineffective in improving productivity. 
A comparison of relative model accuracy was also inconclusive in this scenario. 
4. Phase Four 
The final phase of the experiment investigated the impact of both underestimation and 
overestimation of productivity on the results of the phase three experiment. First, with 
productivity underestimated by a factor of 75 percent of the nominal case, all productiv-
ity metrics were degraded. and normalization had a negligible impact. Next, with produc-
tivity overestimated by a factor of 125 percent of the nominal case, all productivity 
values showed improvement Normalization was again effective in this scenario, but less 
dramatically than in the base case (learning and no unde~izing). Productivity in this sce-
nario appears directly linked to the concept of variable task definition as it relates to the 
number of delivered source instructions per task (DSIPTK). In addition, the effects of 
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normalization also tend to follow this DSIPTK movement - the higher DSIPTK values 
yield the more significant normalization benefit. 
B. FURTHER RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS 
Three interesting research directions could be pursued as follow-on to this study. The 
first possibility is a validation of the findings of this simulation-based study by conduct-
ing an experiment in a real organization to compare the two strategies. Second, the cur-
rent normalization strategy seeks to eliminate the inefficiencies caused by undersizing. 
The SD simulator could be used to examine the possibilities of eliminating other sources 
of inefficiency such as the misallocation of staff resomces. Third, the normalization 
process requires repeated simulations to arrive at the optimal cost solution, and as sue~ 
is quite labor and time-intensive. The possibility for automating the process, perhaps em-
ploying artificial intelligence techniques, could be investigated. 
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APPENDIX A. CONVENTIONAL CALIBRATION STRATEGY: 
BASE CASE 
-- ~11.~1 N.llllll-.J ~-~) ll'IDili- _, .. ; IJI: ,_, .. 
llU 'IV 1U er.:. :.4 lV-11 ' 
DO 50 !0 115.• '.2 , ... 11 
DU Ill II 121. >.5 J1.11 
111()_ 70 iO_ I ~ 100.3 _h4 2'J$,8 ~ 
5 DO 80 10 :M4 ' 1.2 2C2.3 Zt-3 go KDSIC.O 115.4 D 2 145.9 !13 ~ 178.7 112 
4 'l.W.8 15111 111J10 Ill 
i ZJ8 M23ll 132 1CIIIDD 2lm1U 2.!ill a _ll.n[ 
' 
! l 
CVQ.E 1:2 (AIIIr Dllltl 
PiaL 
-
IU51f"lll. C'Jtl IN.IIIIIlCI ~ ~JIN.IIIII-J 
-





120 4 1111.8 .:s 
KDS 1(.:1} 
-
r•• 0 f¥ an ·-2 11 >.7 ,. '.3 IS1 til= -:uz: o;l4 , 1 1.1_ ~ ~ ~ o;l4 3 1.5 14 13216 11511 o;l4 
5 iOO 29140 5GIIB1 21511 o; 
4 .cs 51 18281 r= l!iiiJ/9 7BH 2.59 13 0.31 
CVQ.E t3 (RIIw 
~ lf'ftll.: - .._.. 'l'Jtl N.llllllCI ~('Jt} JW::il(aJ - ., Lit '(-] 'l8Cll ,. fU ;tV ,,, '.II Ill~ ,. Ill _'IV 11' n 18~7 ,. 40 511 -~ 1.9 1~ 17.4 
1< 511 1~ 141 1.4 17.4 
,. .., :KI 1Tl'. '.9 .Zl 19.8 
J4~ ~ ~ I~ N.lllll (-.J "Z C!il '1"1011 4 fU lit 3 Ill 12 4001 rs ~ 
1 .a 1.1 11119 :siJl'W 14 ~ 
2 ~ 1 ~ J S7 47713 
" 
lii!J!1 
5 811_ 2 20 -~ 00 8071 2.51 12 0~ 
CVQ..E M (AIIIr Dlllt) 






1> l.5 1 17.9 
IWIIIII.:Il _, ... ..,, ~.~ • 4 --" v~ « 120.7 11 • 81 21111 Z3 ~ ,; 11111Z.8 141 lllllllt1 ""~ Z3IIIM • 114.8 1tl '4 12282 
-




C\'Q.E a (RIIr a-t) ~-[,__I~(W!-- W. nu:-- -- JI&'W' - - ·-l ~ ~- .... ;J I!, Ill! ~. '.!.. 2 • • iii:J M . " '2 ' ..• J • 42 t10.4 M M ... .. 
• 
,.
• .. , Q.l 
,. t.a 1 '.S 
I • tO 72 ... 4 ... • . 7 -.z 
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APPENDIX B. NORMALIZATION DATA: 
BASE CASE 
CYCLE .-t. PROJECT t3 CYCLE t'l, PROJECT._ 
-~'TilEV(alll), .. , ... ~ .&1110 iTDEV l..o1 .W {..0 ... 1.::0 
'! 11 r.a r.3·· 1U 21.8 246.11 243.7 
1! 0 !).1 1811 70 21.1 2 J5 234.1 
1! 1 0 1'1l 8.9 70 21.9 z lO t19.1 
1! • ; ,. 174.4 11 21. J 2' J t12. 
e 1! I 151 173.2 71 Z1 21 !17. 
u 1! • I 15 ; ...m. 11 !1 1' !05.: 
IJ 1! ! 14 ~ 11 ., 1! 14 11 204.7 I 
., 1! 13 _l 1L4.3 11 I 205.3 I 
I 
i 
CYCLE 11. PROJECT 15 CYCLE #2, PROJECT #2 
~ [IIOJ .. (lit) .. :d II<Dt! I (eat) ITOEV(estl MM(estl MM(actl ' z 3 ~ .7 U) 18.3 142.7 142.3 
~ ! 18.3 130 131.3 
2 8.8 50 18.3 120 130.4 
0 I 2 '7.6 50 11 u 115 128.9 
!._3 1 2' 15 236.6 50 11 1.3 110 128.4 
t.3 2'10 
r ~: 1 ;o 11 11 15 u l Zi.3 20 ;o 11 11 10 128.7 liD 22.3 20 ;o 11 S5 130 
liD 22.3 19 238.2 
' 
CYCLE #2, PROJECT #1 CYCLE #2, PROJECT #3 
-{..0 ITDEV leltl MM lflltl a. ! ,. ctl IKrn lest) l])E' lest} _MN est) M [act) 
40 18.:5 101.6 1117. 11 _l_tj 9 1.5 
40 11,.: 11 I) 11 12. 1 11 1 1.5 
.. 11 11 12. I 11 1: i.9 
.. 11 11 rt. l 1i 1: 
.. 11 11 1: 155.7 
~ Jl 1C)1.7 11 1: 156.8 
·-~ _!4 0 I 1Q3.3 18.4 110 161.1 
_j 
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CYCLE 12, PROJECT 16 l,.___--t CYCLE 11-2, PROJECT tt4 
~ l..O TDEV (..0; ... l...t\ I ~r;pr~~+----PI KDSI-.!J!I{IIIt}iliiiiilllo+Tiiiii'OE'iii!P.IIfil[..aliiliiili+II,.;;Miiiill· .C.OI9il...,.. .  ~ 21.4 'ZT7.9 -alf.r 70 1i!U 2'17.7 
; 21.4 240 23U.3 70 19_.E I'C) 5.5 
21.4 210 2111.5 70 19.8 1 iO 
1 21.4 1S 21:1.4 70 19.8 1 i5 
21.4 1t 70 _1M ..1 JJ~ 
: 21.4 11 J 213.3 70 19.8 1410 I _186.8 
21.4 11 213.8 




CYCLE 13, PROJECT #4 ,.: - CYCLE 13. PROJECT tf3 
I KDSIIMtl TDEV '-1\ l MM '-ll __M LIMn.' - -~nmrn=... · llllEV 1..0 MM fell} MM fd 
70 ' 19..: 18Z.1 ..., 11.5 ~: 1~ ~l-8 ' 114.2 
70 19..: 151 18.8 ., 18.9 1 0 144.6 
70 1!U 141 1U8.2 81) 11-i I _! ~ ~143.5 
70 m.2 • 1-t ~ ., 18.9 ttJ 
70 1!U 13 .5 80 1f.t .! :». . 
70 19.2 115 -~- 18.9 11!) 144.5 
~~70=---~1=!9.2~~-1=~=-~~1~70.5~+----~-------------~----~ 
!§me ... > TDEV feet) .!!!fll!!l. 111M feet} 
40 11.3 ~ 104.3 



















CYCLE #3, PROJECT 16 
I KOSI (est) TOEV (est) MMiaMl MMlaQl 
80 20.4 229.9 228.8 
80 I 20.4 200 202.7 
80 20.4 180 . 197.8 
! 
80 20.4 170 ~ 80 I 20.4 167.5 80 20.4 I 165 
80 . 20.4 162.5 196 
80 ·20.4 160 196.6 
80 20.4 130 202.7 
I I 
1 
CYCLE 13, PROJECT 12 
50 ~ ~ ~117.8 
50 16.9 ~ 
50 ~ 90 117.9 
50 I 18.9 ! 80 129.8 
j 
CYCLE #4, PROJECT t4 
1~(811) lutVI .. l -Y:F!J£~ 70 19.~ 
70 19.4 ,, 0 162.8 
7Q_ 1~ ~ 0._ 158.8 
70 _1M_ 1~ ~~~ 70 19~ _1~ 70 19.4 1 
70 1~ ~~ 158.4 
70 19.4 120 159.8 
90 
CYCLE #4, PROJECT #1 CYCLE #4, PROJECT #15 
"REB tesu Jut:V l.U II.W~eaJ MM Cac:IJ 
.., 19.8 19£9 199.1 
hi KL"'~Ii'II"'P.:!I. IIUI:V C-J IIIIM_Ielll_ Ml'llactJ 
• 16.4 92.3 !12 
~ 16.4 70 E6.9 81 19.8 I~ 1j5.4 
a 19.8 160 182.9 
_-t 16.4 67.5 ~E6.5 
4tl 1M 
4Cl 16.4 
19.8 157.5 182.3 
19.8 155 
40 16.4 "-~ 19.8 150 182.3 
19.8 145 183.3 
_19.1l 140 184.3 
80 19.8 135 186.7 
CYQ.E i64, PROJECT 112 CYCLE #4, PROJECT 13 
50 11 J.7 1::i I 1: ~.4 17.t 1~ 5 138.2 
50 11 1 1( [) 1'11.8 17.4 5 133.8 
50 11,7 , I:» ~ 4) 17. 110 ~
50 , 11H -----.,___.;:)~-+--:1':-:.17T-.-t-_;1~0'l' .5:....--
50 11U ) 4 ) 17. 105 
50 I JIH 1_13.1 ) 17. 100 133.7 
I Ill) I 17.6 85 141.3 
i ! 
I 
CYCLE 115, PROJECT #4 
1J Jl '184.3 1 . 1l 13 14.3 
1ltJ 11 173.1 70 18.3 121 
1!t.!t _14 ~ 70 _18.3 11l 148.7 
1lt.it 14: 5 r------11----+----+-----+-----1 
80 19.9 .~ 
80 19.9 1:.0 174.4 
CYa.E Mi. PROJECT 12 CYCLE 16. PROJECT 13 
• (Mil lDEV faltll .. IMH lii''PII fm:\~-+----+1-• · 1..0 lDEV fMH lin 1St\ M1! ltiCil 
14 .,,.e 1'11.1 u _19.1 "'"1!fv 1~4.8 
14 11 [) 101.1 1! .1 1: 1:i8.9 
14 j 1 _104-f _1! .1 1' ~
~~ : ~ ~: :~ 11 128.2 
11 ' '5  19.1 128 
11 ~ 70 108.8 _19.1_ 1~.1 
10 i 19.1 132.4 
j 
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CYCLE #5, PROJECT #1 
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APPENDIX C. NORMALIZATION CALmRATION STRATEGY: 
BASE CASE 
CYCl£ .,f'-Dlila) 





-- -- B ~ " t!M Z3IIM 14UI ,~ 3771 • 1: • 11501 21 111J7D z 2lllml 2.36 0.317 
CYQ£G• 
z Ill it 1 41 s • ~ • ,, 4 ,. , .. 
:w: ~ ·~·, I ~ f---, ..-- i'"'"': Z1ZnJ - Z11111 ,... " ... 
-
2.11 O.:ID 
CYQ£a ta-t I I 
I .. , .. T. ,. ,. .. 11 .. • 
1M! ~~ • fl , ... OM:~ 
~""- ,.,... , __ , 
4 lA , ~ lA IJ tJI 1.11 2 1.7 
_I_ ... a. ... 






C'I"ClE 15 · I 011111) 
~ >l'lol IN: ._. Kll~-1U - -.., 14111~ 
ICi 75.7 
11 10 114.4 1j 
u IZ ..., 
. ....._ 
--
liJjE ~ 1- ;fif • I 't'IQ!I 5 11 1.5 4 ~7 1< •.e 2 l.f Ul S72f -~ __!! 1.3 ~ 5oC11I 1 2:1104 .T 1.418 
C'I"ClE ., . Oft 
~nn .__ 
Z'J r~J 
II 40 I .II t: 
II 42 6.1 1: 
::15 






2 1U:M 0 $ 
::s Ult.2 0 ~ 
4 141.2 0 7l ~ 
~ . ., ill! 0 _tll 2IIJ70 0 _9,4$1 
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APPENDIX D. CONVENTIONAL CALDRA TION STRATEGY: 
LEARNING- NO UNDERSIZING 
cva.E In~ 0.. - DIIIP1K. NO I 
I~ lllP 
145.9 146.11 





~ IKC r.:n - (;l (,l"'2 -U'Z 11:t.4 _,. -.'M'U. 'Mt.lll_ ~ llll5 1la7 111U :&:: sl '1!R.II -~ Zil8 2118.7 10 lMinl z..g Q.3N 
cva.E 12 1A81r 01a1. 1201. llSIP11<. NO· 
,_ 






(;l ~ ~ U"2 -U'Z ._ Ml.l ~ I 110.11 178.9 240Z ~ 210.4 ,_ 2.41 ll33B 
cva.E 13 ~ Dlla. """"'DSIPlK. NO 
~ ~ v ~Min '!II-- u.· 'I4U lUI 
I MU 1'15.9 112. ,1 











8735 ~ fti07U 
237"'J 1CIOOO 21010. ~ .3a 
cva.E M (A8Ir Dlla. ~ DSIP11<.. 
·~ L~J!- • IIIJ '.IICll I~ ~ ,. 1.2 •1 






""""ol Vol ~ l.iGIIIP.._ ~
ZJIM a 1WII) 3121 
,,_ 
-
:14111 211111111 2.2 0.37 
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CYCLE #5 (Raw Data. 180% DSIPTK. NO UNOERSIZING) 
IPnll.::senal DSIPTK rt.l KOSI acl 'U-1'1.' , KDSI est MM est OEV esl MM acl OEV acl 
_2__ lSI 80 _____Q. ____ ~ __ 2!~~---...J.!lL_ - ~~ ___ 2!-1_1 
~-~------!.0 ___ _o ____ _I.o ___ ~904 ____ ,~!.- -r-=--=-ill"I-~7~L- __ ,!1 __ 
1--2- 180 50 0 50 133.8 ___ 16_1 ___ ----- ~-- 1~~ 
3 180 60 0 60 162 173 -----. ~48 178~-~----------
1 180 40 0 40 105.8 14.7 95 6 15 3 
CYCLE 116 (Raw Data. 200% DSIPTK. NO UNOERSIZING) 
, __ 
u: ~Pnld 
40 96. 87. 48 4210 4210 2304 2304 ~46 
2 50 122.2 111.4 61 6795 11005 3721 6025 0.45 
-
c--3 60 148 135.3 74 10012 21017-"'54~1501 0.44 
4 70 174 159.7 87 13894 34911 7569 
19070 ----0.44 ________ . 
5 80 200.2 184.6 100 18460 53371 10000 -29070-----ui4--o:-43---6.442-
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APPENDIX E. NORMALIZATION CALIBRATION STRATEGY: 
LEARNING- NO UNDERSIZING 
-~-~---------~--
I CYCLE •1 (-IIZ8CI Clala. 100"4 OSIPTK. NO UNOERSIZING)) --------~- -~--~-
~-~ -~-- --
"( I act I.Jnder •K 51 est est ... act Vac:l 
---1 1~ 4Q_ _Q_ ~- 1~4 15 1~4 16 5 
-2 100 50 0 50 1459 166 1459 119 
3 100 60 0 60 1 67 179 178 3 194 
-4 100 70 0 70 2078 19 ... 212 207 
5 1 80 0 80 239 20 2~7 219 
11"1'01 semll KOSL[I!;!l ~ ~ est ' MMLactl 
""'"' 
<;I_ sum """""Q_ q-'2 sum udJ..ty ;;ofTJL_""'(l 
1 4U 11~4 11~4 1~11 ~-411 ~~'" ~14_ ~~04 2~U4 I~ 2 50 1459 1459 1424 61 8686 "4100 3721 6025 034 
3 60 1767 1~f2r" 74 12787 26887 5476 11501 034 
4 70 207 8 212 204 3 67 tm• 44661 1569 19070 0 33 
5 80 467 2365 100 23650 68311 10000 29070 235 0 32 0 334 
I CYCLE 82 (-IIZ8CI Data. 120'JI. OSFTK. NO UNDERSIZING) 
8CI ... est .. ac:l ac:l 
~ To 50 ~ 165 1424 1 1 120 0 40 113 151 1126 184 
3 120 60 0 60 173 177 1726 189 
5 ! 120 80 I 0 80 2341 199 2337 212 
4 120 10 0 70 203 4 188 2031 201 
l"'IOJ~ I ac:l 
---act norm nonn• sum norm sum rrt ucl 2 ~- 4<" , ...... ~~ I _,, I -~' ~'-Of: U» 
1 40 113 ~__w_L 48 4858 I 12660 2304 I 6025 036 3 60 173 1726 15$6 • 74 11514 24174 5476 i 11501 I 035 5 80 2341 2337 2129 100 21290 4~ 10000 21501 034 
4 70 2034 2031 1839 87 I 15999 61~3 7569 29070 211 034 0347 
I 
CYCLE ~ (J\IolmaiiZed Data. 140'JI. OSIPTK. NO UNOERSIZING)) 
[PlOt S8nal •OSIPTK_(~)I KOSI act I~(~) IK~ est --~est est ....... act OEV~act 
.. 14U fU ; u f_Q 1112 111. 1112 19~ 
3 140 60 0 60 1554 17 154 7 18 2 
1 140 40 0 40 10T 5 T4.5 TOT 4 158 
2 140 50 0 so 128.3 15.8 1279 171 
5 140 80 0 I 80 2101 19.T 209.4 203 
I K I AIIM I 
"""" N ~ Cl"< ...... ~2 eoe-.r I"""' 4 182. 18< 1 1118 8 87 7569 7569 038 3 60 
' 
1554 I 154.7 142~8 74 25253 5476 ' 13045 0.39 I 
1 AO 1015 1014 927 48 4450 29703 2304 15349 039 
2 ! so 128.3 127.9 11 1 61 7143 36&16 3721 19070 039 
5 80 2101 2094 195.6 100 19560 56406 10000 29070 194 038 0387 
CYCLE (Nonnollad Data. 160'JI. DSIPTK. NO 
·~ 0 ro 1! ·:. '5 0 4C 14 i1 i4 
5 80 0 ~ _1_93: 185 
2 ~ _Q_ ~ 18 15 3 i6 
3 110 0 60 165 
~ ~ riJ_ 1_~ a I OQ !2.. ·~ ;,- !!114 ... 911 {3 04, IU 
'". 
1C I 18220 IOU~ 191 ,~ 042 
"'-
1' )9 _6 ~ 6649 ~5 ~ 23i ~ 042 
' 
;o 14. 1423 !9 9835 i2510 i47 :z9j 70 6' 042 )42' 
97 
CYCLE liS (Nom'e- Data 18011. OSIPTK. NO UNOERSIZING)) ------------·--
... ... ~act 'llEVlliCI\ 
5 180 80 0 80 !!li 18 1 96 19 2 
4 180 70 0 70 15117 171 1561 183 
2 180 50 0 50 1101 149 1096 16 2 
3 180 60 0 60 1333 16 - --.... 133 173 










~ 8C 1150 J 1/lltO 1 3 100 1 1 f31: !Q!!lll[ 10000 "1!45 70 156 7 15111 1476 87 12841 29971 7569 17569 I 0 45 
2 50 1101 1096 102 5 61 6253 36224 3721 21290 046 
3 60 1333 133 1244 74 9206 ..S.30 5476 2!1766 045 
1 40 87 1 867 807 46 3874 49304 2304 29070 1 7 046 0451-
' 
CYClE 16 (NormiiiZed Data 200Yt OSIPTK NO UNOERSIZING)) 
I 
act est ~a<:% D'EV act 
20C 40 0 40 '818 13 - !1 4 47 
2 200 50 0 50 1034 14 6 103 159 
3 200 ' 80 0 80 1252 157 124 7 169 
4 200 ---ro 0 10 147 2 16 7 1468 179 
5 200 80 0 80 1693 176 1685 I 188 
' 
LI'Tq_-1 KOSI ... act 
""'"' 
sum nonn "Q sum ucl!Vd I Prod 
1 40 !1111 !114 . 48 0 -o- ~ -~~' o.w 2 50 1 )3.4 10: . 81 0 0 ' 3~21 049 --
3 60 1252 124 7 . 74 0 0 5476 11501 046 
4 70 147.2 1468 I . 87 0 0 7569 19070 046 
5 80 1693 1685 : . 100 0 0 10000 29070 . 047 048 
98 
: 
APPENDIX F. NORMALIZATION DATA 
LEARNING - NO UNDERSIZING 
CYCLE #1, PROJECT #1 CYCLE #1, PROJECT #2 
KOSI (est)[TOEV JestlJ MM Cestl MM (act) KOSI (estUTDEV_(estH MM (est} MM (actJ 
40 i 16.5 115.4 115.3 50 17.9 145.9 146.4 
40 ' 16.5 110 114.2 50 17.9 135 144.1 
40 ' 16.5 105 I 114 50 17.9 
' 
125 143.1 __ 
40 16.5 100 112.9 50 17.9 120 142.6 
40 : 16.5 95 112.8 50 17.9 115 142.4 
40 16.5 90 I 112.9 50 17.9 110 143.1 I 
40 I 16.5 85 i 112.9 50 17.9 105 : 143.5 




CYCLE #1, PROJECT #3 CYCLE #1, PROJECT #4 
KOSI (est) ITDEV (est} I MM (est) 1 MM lactl KOSI (est} JTDEV (est) I MM (est) MM{act) 
60 19.9 l 1~.3 I 178.8 70 20.7 212 212.5 
60 19.9 I 155 I 173.2 70 20.7 190 205.9 
60 I 19.9 : 150 173 70 20.7 180 204.5 
' 
60 I 19.9 i 145 I 172.8 70 20.7 175 204.3 
60 ; 19.9 ! 140 I 173.4 70 I 20.7 170 204.6 
60 ' 19.9 
' 
135 I 174.3 70 20.7 165 205.3 
; 70 20.7 160 205.8 
i I 
I i 
i I I ' I 
CYCLE #1, PROJECT #5 ·--·- CYCLE #2, PROJECT #2 
KOSI (est) ITDEV (est)i MM (est) I MM{actj KOSI (est) ITOEV (est) I MM (est) : MM (act) 
80 21.9 I 246.7 I 247.8 50 l 17~7 142.4 142.1 
80 21.9 I 220 
I 237.8 50 17.7 I 130 131.2 
80 21.9 215 236.9 50 I 17.7 I 120 130.3 
80 21.9 ! 210 
' 
236.5 50 17.7 I 115 i 128.9 
80 21.9 
' 
205 236.7 50 17.7 I 110 128.2 
80 I 21.9 200 237 50 17.7 105 I 128.2 
80 21.9 195 237.8 50 17.7 102.5 127.9 
80 I 21.9 ; 190 ; 238.6 50 17.7 100 128.5 
50 17.7 95 I 
I 
CYCLE #2, PROJECT #1 CYCLE #2, PROJECT #3 
KOSI fest) I TOEV fest) I MM (est) I MM (act) KDSil_estl iTOEV Cest), MM (estl ' MM Cactl 
40 16.4 112.6 ! 112.2 60 18.9 172.6 172.3 
40 16.4 100 : 102.9 60 I 18.9 150 159.4 
40 16.4 90 102.1 60 18.9 135 156 
40 16.4 85 101.6 60 : 18.9 132.5 155.6 
40 16.4 80 101.2 60 18.9 130 155.6 
40 16.4 75 101.9 60 18.9 127.5 155.6 
40 16.4 70 103.5 60 18.9 125 155.6 
60 18.9 120 157.1 
60 18.9 110 161.9 
99 
I 
CYCLE #2, PROJECT #5 CYCLE #2, PROJECT #4 
KOSI (est) I TDEV (est} I MM (est} I MM (act) KOSI lest} : TOEV Lestt MM (est} MM (act} 
80 I 21.2 I 233.7 I 232.9 70 20.1 203.1 202.4 
80 21.2 i 210 218.5 70 20.1 180 188.3 
80 I 21.2 I 190 213.6 70 20.1 160 184.4 
80 21.2 ! 185 213 70 20.1 155 183.9 
80 21.2 I 180 212.9 70 20.1 150 184.5 
80 I 21.2 tn.s 213.5 70 20.1 145 185.6 
80 I 21.2 175 213.4 
80 I 21.2 ; 170 215.3 
i i 
CYCLE "1#3, PROJECT #4 CYCLE #3, PROJECT #3 
KDSI~jTDEVJest_ll MM!_estl • MM (act\ KOSI (est\ I TDEV (est) I MM (est) · MM (act) 
70 19.3 i 182.1 : 181.6 60 J 18.2 ' 154.7 I 154.2 
70 ' 19.3 160 172.6 60 18.2 135 146.4 
70 ! 19.3 145 I 169.1 60 i 18.2 125 143.8 I 
70 ! 19.3 I 142.5 168.8 60 i 18.2 : 120 : 142.8 
70 i 19.3 i 140 ! 169.1 60 ' 18.2 115 I 142.9 I 
70 19.3 135 169.7 60 ; 18.2 I 110 144 




i : I I I 
i I I -I ! I 
CYCLE #3, PROJECT #1 CYCLE #3, PROJECT #2 
KOSI(est) ! TOEV (est) I MM (est) I MM (_act) 1 KDSJ(estl TOEV (EIS\) I MM_iestl_ MMiact) 
40 15.8 : 101.4 l 101.1 50 I 17.1 I 127.9 127.4 
40 15.8 I 90 i 94.4 50 l 17.1 i 100 118.1 I ' 
40 : 15.8 : 80 i 93.4 50 i 17.1 i 95 i 117.5 
40 15.8 : 75 i 93.1 50 ' 17.1 I 92.5 117.1 ! 
40 15.8 I 70 ; 92.7 50 I 17.1 ' 90 117.9 
40 15.8 I 65 I 93.9 50 I 17.1 I 85 ' 119.8 
40 15.8 i 60 I 97 50 I 17.1 i 80 ; 122.4 
.. 
I T ! 
' 
' 
: ! : i I 
-
; : 1 I I : i : 
! ! ! ; i I ! 
CYCLE #3, PROJECT #15 CYCLE #4, PROJECT #4 
~I lestl I utV lest: MM lest' MMlactl KOSI (est) I TDEV (est) I MM (est) ; MM (act} 
80 20.3 ! 209.4 ! 208.8 70 J 18.7 I J67.5 I 167_._2 
80 : 20.3 I 180 I 197.9 70 : 18.7 I 150 : 161.6 
80 
' 
20.3 i 170 I 195.7 70 I 18.7 l 135 : 157.8 
80 20.3 167.5 : 195.7 70 i 18.7 I 132.5 I 157.4 
80 20.3 : 165 
' 
195.6 70 18.7 130 157 
80 20.3 ' 160 : 196.1 70 18.7 I 127.5 157.3-! 
80 I 20.3 155 ! 197.3 70 ' 18.7 I 125 157.5 













- 40 _____ -~l_{ ___ _ --- ·86~-
--- ------
CYCLE #4, PROJECT #2 
KOSI (est) TDEV (est) MM (est) MM (act) 
50 16.6 117.7 117.4 
50 16.6 100 112.3 
50 16.6 90 109.8 
50 16.6 87.5 109.4 
50 16.6 85 i 109 
50 16.6 82.5 109.7 
50 16.6 80 109.9 
' 
I I 
CYCLE #5, PROJECT #5 
Km;l lest) 1 TDEV (est} I MM (est) i MM (act} 
80 I 19.2 : 179.6 J 179 
80 ' 19.2 160 i 174.8 
80 i 19.2 150 I 172.2 
80 I 19.2 145 i 171.8 
80 I 19.2 140 ; 171.3 
80 ' 19.2 ! 135 ! 171.6 





CYCLE #5, PROJECT #2 
KOSI (est) 1 TDEV (est) · MM (est) 1 MM (act) 
50 16.2 ! 109.6 109.1 
50 ! 16.2 i 90 I 104.6 
50 16.2 85 103.5 
50 16.2 80 102.5 
50 16.2 75 103.3 




















CYCLE #4, PROJECT #3 
KOSI (est) TOEV festl MM festl MM CactJ 
60 17.7 142.3 142 
60 17.7 120 135.3 
60 17.7 110 133 
60 17.7 107.5 133 
60 17.7 105 132.9 
60 17.7 102.5 133.4 
60 17.7 100 134 
60 17.7 80 142.2 
I I 
CYCLE #5, PROJECT #4 
KOSI (est) ITDEV_testt: MM_(est) 1 MM(act) 
70 18.3 ' 156.1 ! 155.6 
70 i 18.3 ' 140 I 151.4 
70 ' 18.3 125 I 148.5 
70 18.3 120 i 147.6 





CYCLE #5, PROJECT #3 
KOSI (est) ! TDEV (est) MM (est) . MM (act) 
60 17.3 133 ' 132.6 
60 ! 17.3 120 129.3 
60 
' 
17.3 110 126.6 
60 17.3 105 126 
60 
' 
17.3 100 125.1 
60 17.3 97.5 ! 124.4 
60 17.3 95 125.1 
CYCLE tl5. PROJECT N1 
















APPENDIX G. CONVENTIONAL CALIBRATION STRATEGY: 








zc 51'~ [_! ~ ~ 
2 
--i 41 ~-~-- ~-::i ff 1411. ..:!8~ 3 0 4; '.:)_ ~· ~ 
4 
_]I ..:!'~ 1.4 ~ . ..n!. 
s ~4 14 
-· 
-a.J 
NJIHIIal ' - ~ ~ T'-i Sl 'rl 4U 1.4 ·~ 1.11 40 ~ 2 50 14 i.9 1411 81 '31< ' 3 Ill >.7 1~ '.6 74 54: D1 
4 70 ~ ·.~ ~ 1.8 17 _TI!I !JL 5 Ill !II :M ~3 tOQ _24ZIIl ~ ~:!It !!! ~ .!!.,.3_.1I 
CYQ..E t2 (Aft 0.) 
I~ ~L- l~ ~ ~J LI\U:t!.L""" ·---· ~ .!tll!ll ~ !,!!::~ 2 _;! -~ JU !11_ _R ~ g 
' 
.. 36 110.2 14 . 11:). i.ti 
3 i ~ ~ 48 .. 1411. ~ ~ ~ 
5 8 , 40 123.1 15. JOel, ~.3 
4 
' 49 152.4 11\1. 
"' 
1.1\1 
lt'IOI.:sanll : lWI:il 18Cil ~ ~· 1111111 -l Sl r~ ~ • PIOCl 
Ill 11/flJ u.~l 
' 1: jo ~ ~ ~ 1.6 ZWIII2 16 ' 0.33 
~ IIIII_ ~ 
1.6 r.4 
....00 192116 119 ~ ~ ill ~ 
' 
CYCLE.:! (R8w 0.. 100ft DSIPTK, Wlh 
II'RII.selllll D51 •m r.· I KOSI 181:1 ! lMG rf'll IKDSI181tl ~VI81tl :M 
4 1W IU ~ :11\1 1Df lD..C 
" '"' 3 100 60 4 36 : . 111.ti ~ ~ 
100 40 !i 20 I 63.4 12.1 1 1.4 
2 ' 00 50 ~ --~ ~ ' ~ 5 iOO 110 ~ 5!i ~ ~ ~ ~~ 
v ' tw r=l ~" y ~ I PI'OCI 4 2 II!!. ~ 3 ' 14 r 76 I 0.3 1 ~ ~ ~ I I ~ ~ 2 9l 21 _1l!IL11J_ 
' 
(.). ~-





CYCLE M (R:;n.' OL, 100% OSIPTK. Willi J 
I ~ lac::IJ I '-"- f~J I NJ:>UII!Sil. 
---· 
!,!!:: :..Ltll!ll ~ ~ 
4 100 ro 40 42 133. ~ ~ 
100 40 3 I !8 ' 87. .7 11!J. 1 17. I 
5 tOO 8() ~ 64 ~ ~ ~ 
2 100 50 , I ~ n. I 1~ 19.1 




1{851) M :81:11 I ~r~ ...,..~ Slfll' r"L '-'08I11CI8I1I >PlOd 4 ro z 1.5 !.2 lJI 1:51119 I~ 
"' 1.1 48 &IIIII 2304 9(j 14 ...:.. 
!.9_ '.4 100 r~ ~ ~- ~ 
: 1.5 I 61 )65 62593 3121 23l I I J. 
:.4 1.5 74 13' 7W.l4 :>476 ;eNID ~ & U.31 
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CYQ.E 115 (ler Dlla. 1~ DSFTl<. Wllh ijiidli_,,,._,.,l 
--·IJIIIf"l!l;nlol!KUiill.:ll•._l"'III:IWI:il_, ... , 
lUU Sl 40 41111 !.1> ~-Iii 
.. 100 111._ 10 ~ 2 .1 18.8 
2 tw '!iO :liD Jl!i l.:i 14.11 
3 N!l 60 50 30 .2 14 
t 1W 40 2U 32 .7 14.4 
CYQ.E 16 (ler DB. 1~ DSFTl<. Wllh 
IPIQI.- Oliif'll(ni.J:~.WCIJ ._..,., ____ -
.. .. 2' fiiJIJ 
21 41 ~ 
31 "" 14.7 
' ~ ~ 11.2 

























APPENDIX H. NORMALIZATION CALIBRATION STRATEGY: 
UNDERSIZING - NO LEARNING 
Cva..E 112· I 0.. 12K Dll"n<. _. I I 




, ... Zlll .. 
:~. 'M m ;J~ fi 11 ~ 1'1'1 tiii.S 'j 
=-
314.1 ltillllt 
:.A ZII.A 1n. ' 
-
BIJII 2..31 .liD 
I 





.-. a=·=~r ~. --i t-1 - ' ,_ 13 
,.. !A ' 31Z'I ltuJII 14 
z .3 - ' ,_. 2I!IJII 2.311 0.:519 
' 
cw:u!M I 0.. 1_,.. Ea"n(. Mil I 
I ; 
~ .. I'll' ·.4 ; 1 '.7 
' 5 5.2 2 211 o.e !2 
2 1~ 1..4 ·----; 
3 ' 15UI ,, 1.8 
.V! =-= • .U '11 1Tllt7 ... i 10 ,-' :M1V ' . •n ' 10 234.1 
.5: 00 ' 1.73 ' IU MZ.'II' ·-~ ~ r.l. BIJII ~-~ !!..:J"''II' 
105 
----
CYCLE. (Namllllzed Dlla. 100'!1. OSPTK. Will Uolllli ... iillbo) 
w: rn.l• 4U -~ Z4 ..... o;t.;s 1ZI). 1a.;s 
2 100 so 211 .co 113 15.1 148.5 182 
3 100 60 30 42 119 15.4 187.3 19.4 
-4 100 70 50 35 ' 11.3 14.3 ~.~ 21.4 
5 11111 80 10 72 2011.5 19.1 241.5 21.3 
_....,._,!Will~ 
-
. __ IQIII 
1-.:0"'Q- aulnll"2 -~ 
40 1;5 1<111. . ... . ~ ~ .33 
2 so 142.9 148.5 . 61 . 3721 liQZ5 0.34 
3 60 1n 117.3 . 74 . . 5476 11!01 0.32 
4 70 203.4 245.1 . 87 . . 7568 111070 0.21 
5 80 234.1 241.5 . 100 . . 10000 29070 . 0.33 0.318 
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APPENDIX I. NORMALIZATION DATA: 
VNDERSIZING - NO LEARNING 
CYCLE #1, PROJECT #1 """----- CYCLE #1, PROJECT #2 
I KOSI (est) TOEV (est) MM (est) MM (ad) _ ... _ KOSi (est) TDEV (est) MM lest) MM (act) 
-40 - 18.5 ~ 120.6 ----- ~-----~- 18.6 ~-. ~-
.co 18.5 115 1 15.3 50 18.6 145 1<t6.2 
--.co ---,8.5- -~---114.6 -- --- - - so- ----rs.r-- -140--- 145.9--
.--_..,..,.------~=------~-------- -------- ·----·-------------C~ 
.co 18.5 106 113.4 -- _SQ___ 18.6 135 - 143.8 
t--~ 18.5 100 112.7 ·-t----50 18.6 - --~---143!. 
.co 18.5 95 112.6 50 18.6 125 142.9-
40 18.5 90 112.7 50 18.6 120 142.6 ·-
40 • 18.5 85 113.3 50 18.6 118 142.5 
40 18.5 80 115.4 50 18.6 115 142.6 
CYCLE #1, PROJECT ##3 CYCLE #1, PROJECT #4 
KOSI Cestl TDEV (est) MM (est) MM Cadl KOSI(~) mEV Cestlt MM Cestl MMCactl 
60 19.9 187.5 187.3 70 21.9 245.8 243.7 
60 19.9 180 180.1 70 21.9 235 234.1 
60 19.9 170 176.9 70 21.9 220 219.6 
60 19.9 160 174.4 70 21.9 210 212.3 
60 I 19.9 155 I 173.2 70 21.9 200 207.9 
60 19.9 150 173 70 21.9 190 205.3 
60 19.9 145 172.8 70 21.9 185 204.4 
60 19.9 140 I 173.4 70 21.9 175 204.7 
60 I 19.9 135 174.3 70 I 21.9 170 205.3 
CYCLE #1, PROJECT #5 CYCLE #2, PROJECT #2 
KOSI Cestl ITDEV Cestll MM Cestl I MM Cad) KOSI (est) !TDEV (est) I MM (est) I MM (ad) 
80 22.3 ; 242.3 246.7 50 ' 19.5 I 
' 
155.3 I 159.8 
80 22.3 235 242 50 : 19.5 I 150 149.5 
80 I 22.3 I 225 238.8 50 I 19.5 : 145 146.3 
80 I 22.3 I 220 237.6 50 19.5 140 I 145.4 
80 22.3 I 215 236.6 50 19.5 130 143.1 
80 I 22.3 210 236.5 50 19.5 120 I 1<C2..4 
80 ' 22.3 205 ' 238A 50 19.5 115 14~ I I 
80 : 22.3 200 ' 237.2 50 19.5 110 I 143.1 
80 
' 
22.3 195 I 238.2 50 19.5 100 146.8 
CYCLE #2, PROJECT #1 CYCLE #2, PROJECT ##3 
KOSI (est) iTDEV (estlt MM (est) · MM (act) KOSI (est} iTDEV (est) I MM Cestl • MM (act) 
40 i 1f_.1 115.1 11Jj.4 _ 60 19.8 181.!) _ 184.1 
40 17.1 : 105 113.9 60 19.8 175 178.6 
40 I 17.1 ' 100 112.9 60 19.8 165 175.4 
40 I 17.1 I 95 J 112.5 60 19.8 155 173.5 
40 17.1 93 112.8 60 19.8 145 173.3 
40 17.1 90 112.7 60 19.8 140 I 172.9 
40 17.1 85 113.1 60 I 19.8 135 I 174.1 
I 60 19.8 130 175.1 
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CYCLE ##2, PROJECT #5 CYCLE #2, PROJECT 1#4 
! KOSI (est} i TOEV (est) i MM (est) I MM {act} KOSI (est} i TOEV (est} I MM (est} MM (act} 
80 23.4 314 ! 297.1 70 21.1 224.6 226.9 
80 23.4 285 282.9 70 21.1 215 214.5 
80 23.4 265 264.7 70 21.1 205 211.1 
80 23.4 245 : 247.3 70 21.1 195 206.8 
80 23.4 225 238.8 70 21.1 185 ~~ 80 23.4 215 237.6 70 21.1 180 204.5 
80 23.4 205 23U 70 21.1 175 204.2 
80 23.4 200 237.2 70 21.1 170 204.7 
80 23.4 I 195 238.2 70 21.1 165 205.4 
CYCLE 1#3, PROJECT 1#4 CYCLE 1#3, PROJECT #3 
KOSI lest) I TDEV Cast\ . MM Cest\ · MM (act) KOSI fest) TOEV Cest) MM (est) ' MM Cact) 
70 I ~-2 : 216.1 220.6 60 20.4 192.6 1~.1 
70 20.2 210 212.3 60 20.4 175 178.6 
70 20.2 200 208.7 60 20.4 165 175.4 
70 20.2 190 206.2 60 20.4 155 173.5 
70 20.2 180 I 204.4 60 20.4 150 I ·173;1 
70 20.2 178 i 3M.3 60 20.4 145 173.3 
70 20.2 175 204.4 60 20.4 140 173.1 
70 20.2 170 204.7 60 20.4 135 174.1 
70 I 20.2 166 205.1 60 20.4 130 175.1 
CYCLE #3, PROJECT #1 CYCLE 1#3, PROJECT #2 
KOSI LestJ : TDEV!estJ: MM lest) I MM (act) KD51 lest} , TDEV lestl · MM (estl . MM lactl 
40 19.6 122.8 124.5 50 : 18.4 : 145.8 155.9 
40 19.6 115 115.3 50 18.4 140 145.9 
40 19.6 105 113.5 50 18.4 130 143.3 
40 19.6 100 112.9 50 18.4 125 142.8 
40 19.6 97 I 112.8 50 I 18.4 120 142.7 
40 19.6 95 I 112.7 50 ~ 18.4 115 I 142.4 
40 19.6 90 L 112.7 .. 50 : 18.4 110 I 142.9 
40 19.6 85 I 113.5 50 I 18.4 105 143.7 
40 19.6 80 114.8 50 18.4 100 145.5 
CYCLE #3, PROJECT #5 CYCLE 1#4, PROJECT #4 
I KOSI fest) ; TOEV Cestll MM Cestl 1 MM fact) KOSI (est) : TDEV (est) MM (est) I MM (act) 
80 22.3 I ~.5 ! :z62.3 70 _11.4 ~.8 ! ~.1 
80 I 22.3 I 250 ! 249.3 70 21.4 : 210 I 212.2 
80 22.3 230 i 241 70 21.4 200 208 
80 22.3 215 237.2 70 21.4 190 205.6 
80 22.3 210 ' 236.9 70 21.4 180 204.4 
80 22.3 205 f '23&.3 70 21.4 175 i 204;.1 
80 22.3 200 236.8 70 21.4 170 205.2 
80 i 22.3 195 237.2 70 21.4 160 206.3 
80 22.3 190 238.5 70 21.4 155 209.1 
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CYCLE 14. PROJECT 1#1 r------ CYCLE 14, PROJECT 116 
I KD51 (etll n;Jt;V £eetl MM feet) MM feet} I KOSI (eet) TDEV (est) MM (est) MM (act) 
40 18 119.7 119.6 80 22.2 250.6 _249.1! 
40 18 110 115.1 80 22.2 240 245.5 
40 18 105 113.6 80 22.2 22(l 237 7 
---
--18 100 113 80 22.2 r-~0 215 236.7 
40 18 95 112.7 80 22.2 210 238.3 
40 18 90 112.7 80 22.2 205 236.4 
40 18 85 113.2 80 22.2 200 237.3 
40 18 80 114.8 80 22.2 195 ·---~~ r-· 238.2 40 18 75 118,_ 
CYCLE #4, PROJECT 1#2 CYCLE #4, PROJECT 1#3 
KOSI (est_} l TOEV _{_est} I MMiestJ I MM (actj KOSI (est) I TOEV fest) MM(est} MM {act} 
50 : 20.4 I 159.5 159 60 19.8 176.9 178.7 
50 20.4 140 145.3 60 19.8 160 174.4 
50 20.4 130 142.9 60 19.8 155 173.8 
50 20.4 I 125 l 1<12.3' 60 19.8 150 173.1 
50 20.4 120 142.7 60 19.8 145 17U 
50 20.4 115 143.4 60 19.8 140 173.5 
60 19.8 135 174 
60 19.8 130 175.4 
-
CYCLE #6, PROJECT #5 -- CYCLE #5, PROJECT~ 
KU~I (~} · II,JtV lt!SI} i r.IIM lestJ I MM l~} I KD51 festl JJJEV test}· MM test} MM (act} 
80 22.5 ! 284.6 282.6 70 21.2 : 208.7 211.8 
80 I 22.5 260 I 259.3 70 21.2 200 208 
80 22.5 I 240 i 245.5 70 21.2 190 205.7 
80 22.5 220 I 237.5 70 21.2 180 204.6 
80 22.5 215 : 237 70 21.2 175 I 284.3 ' 
80 22.5 210 I 23Ur 70 21.2 170 205 
80 : 22.5 i 205 : 236.8 70 21.2 165 205.7 
80 22.5 200 237.1 
CYCLE #6, PROJECT #2 CYCLE #5, PROJECT 1#3 
KD51festl . TDEV Cestl · MM festl MM fact) KOSI (estl TDEV festl MM festl . MM factl 
50 ! 19 .152 151.5 60 21.2 198..,& : 1~-
50 19 140 145.4 60 21.2 180 180.2 
50 19 130 i 143.2 60 21.2 160 173.8 
50 19 125 142.5 60 21.2 155 173.3 
50 19 120 142.6 60 21.2 150 112.8 
50 19 115 142.5 60 21.2 145 173.6 
50 19 110 143.1 60 21.2 ; 140 174.4 
50 19 105 144.5 60 21.2 135 175 
I 
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CYCLE #5, PROJECT #1 
:KOSI (estl I TDEV (est) I MM (est) ' MM (act) 
40 17.5 i 118 117.7 
40 17.5 110 114.7 
40 17.5 105 113.5 
40 17.5 100 113 
40 17.5 95 I· -~;:· 
40 17.5 90 112.6 
40 17.5 85 113 
-
40 17.5 80 
• 
114.4 
40 17.5 ' 70 119.7 
110 
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APPENDIX J. CONVENTIONAL CALffiRATION STRATEGY: 
UNDERSIZING - 75°/o DSIPTK 
CYCLE 1tl~ Oala. 75'1. OSIPTK. Wiltl UnclaoestSi-.1) 
11\ ~~KOSI lid ~ ('!1,_} •_!SOSI_ ... !11M ... 
75 40 40 24 f:ij'_5 
2 75 50 20 40 115.4 
3 75 60 30 42 121.5 
4 75 70 50 35 100.3 
5 75 
' 
80 10 72 214 
CYCLE tl2 (Raw Oala. 75'31. OSIPTK. Wlh 
I PIQ.- ~TK :'ll.l KDSI 1.:11 UIICI8I' l'!bl IU: I 1811it] 
;{. ,., 5I 4U 10 
75 41 10 16 1.5 
__! ).6 
5 75 81 50 10 ·.1 ' 


































3 iO 11.3 '22C•.7 74 16132 343112 ; 5476 11501 1.27 
CYCLE 13 ~ Oala. 75'llo OSIPTK. Will 
~ 0 1~ '.9 1.1 19.3 
75 223.9 1.5 1.5 23. 
3 60 
157.3 18_ '101 ·~ 23)4 ; -~ 49 ' o: 
2 198.8 1,1 ft6 5111123 3'/: Z'f • 11 170 
5_ 80 325.7 1.5 00 2350 91173 1~ 00 •70 3. 14 
CYCLE ._ ~ Oala. 79. OSIPTK. Willi lJrlcl8oaSiimal) 
I PIQ.5811111 IJSIPTK ~~ KDSI 1.:11 '--~IIIW51- -(811it)' lut:V 811 -lid 
' 
lkVIactl 
4 {I/ I 
"" 
i 4;{. llltl '..2 ;{.1:14,1:1 ~ 
1 75 40 30 28 I 103.9 14.6 143 18.3 
5 _l 75 80 I 20 64 ! 247.4 20.3 309.7 23.5 2 : 75 50 50 25 92.2 13.9 192.2 20.5 
3 75 60 10 54 207 19 216 20.8 
, Pla.5erial KDSI lid , MM est 'lfiac:t :sum-ad 1;.)"2 'sum~;)"; ::oamcianl I 4 7tl_ 271.11 1.11 1:17 ;t.4'fll ~ffll 7569 7- = 
1 40 151 143 48 i 6864 31642 2304 9873 0.28 5 80 312.7 ; 309.7 100 30970 62612 10000 I 19873 0.26 





, • Qlml) Prod 
--
0.262 
--! CYQ.E ~(Raw Ollla. 75'11. OSIPTK. With UlldiiO-rlaiJon) 
Pn:ll.sarial DSIPTI( .{%} ~ acl ~l'llall~est MM_est _REV liSt MM acl TtEV acl ~---· 
:>_ 7:1 110 40 4e 115''.2 115 
-· 
342.7 2J 
4 75 70 10 63 241 20.1 264.3 20.8 
2 75 50 ---;--30--..- 35 130 15.9 184.6 18.2 
3 75 60 50 30 110.6 14.9 ~-43.4 20.2 
1 75 40 20 32 118.3 15.3 --=-- 149.1 16.7 
CYQ.E 116 (Raw Ollla, 75'11. OSIPTK, Wlilr 
-
'Pn:ll.senar DSIPTK I'll. II KDSIIacll ~ 1'1111 ' KDSIIestl I MM lest! TDEV lest! MMiacll TDEVIacll 
'~ ~ 40_ _24 ~-6 13.!1 14:>.7 115.6 2 75 5(1 20 4(1 154.9 1; ~78.7 19. 
3 7!> 60 30 42 163 17.3 27.6 20.6 
4 75 7C 5(1 35 134.6 -~ !984 Zl.3 
5 75 IIC 1(] '2 2117. 21.5 gQiij_ _'a] 
l MQ(.- 1\U:Wlacl: 
-l· Sl) -aa. u :!!liaJ U ISUIII I r,r;t, 'sum r,r;t, ~ \;OR10 1'1011 
40 154. 14:>. 7 4e 114 194 2304 23114 <l.Z7 
_l_ -~ i _61 ' 1011 1 3721 ' 60:!5 _9.28 
3 61 '.6 74 161! 12 5476 115 Q1 0.26 
4 911.4 87 ~251i i1 : 6 75ti9 19(1 70 0.23 
5 81 .7 1.9 100 300 10 9 10000 2907tl 3.12 0. 0.261 
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APPENDIX K. NORMALIZATION CALmRA TION STRATEGY: 
UNDERSIZING - 750Jo DSIPTK 
CYClE 1J1 ~ 01118. ~DSIPTK. Will Uo ........... ,) 
1~&;1151f 
-_1_2~ ~ ~ 
2 I '_1g _!11,.£ ~ 
~ ~1,11_ ~ 
-4 
_14.4 _311 '.8 ~ 
5 75 1C 19. 2119.8 25.1 





2 5(' 1411.9 ' 181.2 74.: 61 10645_ 17231 auD 
3 6() 176. . 221.1 12.; 74 15725 3211!16 
"' "'"'' 4 70 207.8 I 307.8 St. 87 21872 54828 19 I 1!1UIU 
5 80 2311 . 2111J.II !llli 1~ -~ -~~ . ~m ~- •2f52 
' 
I I 
CYt:l£12 I Dala. 75'1(, OSF'TI<. Will 
rot S8r18i DSIPTK l'!lo'• KD5I (8CI) ~nlol I Kll5l l•tl -
~~ _!i() --~- _30 ~ _1~ _}IIIII ~ 
1--<---- ~- ~ 111_ _36 ~ _15. ~!.6 ~ 60 20 48 : 1~ _17. 
.Xll 21~ 
~~ 80 50 _40 ---~ _16. 319.7 .14~ 
., 70 ' 3C ; 49 ' 1' ..JL ~ 
I~~ ' ~~ ' 2 :- •• 4 I "-'- I !~ _1_ 13 1.5 '.6 . 13 '.1 48 ' 11581 
== 
I 
3 « : ~ 1.1 I 21: ~? f4 1:17411 11:11.11 !> ., ;.a ·29 1.6 11101 ~ 29480 21:1U1 I 
• 
]'{' -- 74 1.3 




CYCLEI3 I 01118. 75'1(, DSIPTK. Will ! 
I Plat- rr..P"• !' • OQ: '1ac:o unc 111>1/IWI 1 .. 1 ~/T~I- Ill _(~ l.lii::V_{IICII 
• -._ ' ~ ~ 
~ 
--
: ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ 
' 
'.4 ~ [111_ ~ 
H- ~ 1__!1 17,1_ ;;.3 -~ i ,., - 80 30 56 ~-6 18.7 3<1.9 I 24. 
~-4 ~ I~ _1'j C>' --'!- I _!"_ 




150 . J37.2 ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ ~- I 
~ 176.3 ' 175.3 174.2 (J' 101126 ~ I 37 _ll ~zy 
IC 288.8 324.9 2115.1 100 1951~ ~ 121 ' 101 100 . 2 ~70 2.9 ~ 
I I 
' 
CYt:l£14 I Dala. 75% IJSIPTK. Will 
~- ~ 1!!!1!.! .. )~ •n 211:0-Z 1 40 I 14<!A 
!> -~ 80 I : ~12 2 :iO 
' 
1114-Z 
7~ 60 jiJ_4.:) : =-=-:1 
/Plat. 5eflai:KJ: (acl) Ml 
•J =1F= ml} y B :31£-. ' 312 ·ii 194.Z i3l 214.:> 71111 2.9 . 0.21>1 
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CYCLE~& I Dlla. 75'll. DSIPTk. Will 
'"" 
1(&0 llnll ·~ ~~-~ iiKr ~\ I IIIII .. 1&0 l'lFV 
' t.;t 23.W 
70 !3 z -23.1 
tl 1.1 -20.2 
so I 1( ~ 1.5 -222 
10 .:!1: 32 1t0.4 , .. 1311.11 18:4 
' 
, 1111 R 0"2 ~ ' ' ' 1UUW .. 70 251 2 50 176.3 I ~ 3 60 213.5 3121 :11176 
.co 
-
2304 211070 2.9' .2!! .2!ill 
I 
CYCLE II I 011111. 75% ()SPO(-:Mil 
• 40 --.,-:g 13 1.4 20 f40 fli 1.8 
3 6 30 I 141.3 16 [5 
4 11 50 -121.7 15 2! 
5 8 ' -10 ' -2li0.5 ::111. Jl 1.6 
I 




: ii 0.26 : . 024 7t .281 
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APPENDIX L. NORMALIZATION DATA: 
UNDERSIZING - 75°/o DSIPTK 
CYCLE #1, PROJECT #1 CYCLE #1, PROJECT #2 
I KOSI (est} !TOEV (esl)t MM (est) .MM{act} KOSI (est) TDEV {est) I MM (est} MMCactJ 
40 ! 20.2 I 144.1 144~ 50 20.9 I 181.2 180~-
40 ! 20.2 : 135 l 137.5 50 20.9 170 I 174.6 I 
40 20.2 i 130 . _:wa-~ .. 50 20.9 165 I ..114Jil-, 
40 20.2 i 125 I 137.4 50 20.9 I 160 I 174.8 
40 
' 
20.2 I 120 138.9 i ! 
i ; I ! 
i ! i i 
' i I I I ! 
' ; I I ; 
I J ! i I _l I I I 
j I I I I I I 
CYCLE #1, PROJECT #3 CYCLE #1, PROJECT #4 
KOSI (est) TDEV (est) I MM fest) MM(act) KOSI Cestl TDEV (estll MM (est} I MM (act} 
60 22.4 I 221.8 ?21.1 10 24.9 I 307.8 I 296.1 
60 22.4 i 210 212.5 70 24.9 I 300 292.1 
60 I 22.4 208 -2!ZS· .. 70 24.9 
' 
290 ! 285.8 
60 I 22.4 i 205 1 I 212.5 70 24.9 I 280 278.2 
60 I 22.4 i 200 212.8 70 24.9 I 270 I 268.9 
' 70 ; 24.9 : 260 259.4 
I 70 24.9 250 ,,._.-~·:. 
i ! 70 24.9 i 245 ! 251.4 
I ! 70 I 24.9 i 240 252 
I ! i f I 
' 
' 
I ! I ; 
CYCLE #1, PROJECT #5 CYCLE #2, PROJECT #2 
KOSI fest) TDEV Cestl I MM (est} MM (act) KOSI Cestl TDEV (est)! MM (est} I MM Cact) 
80 ! 25.1 I 289.8 ~.2 50 ! 20.6 : 188.1 i 188~ 
80 ' 25.1 I 265 I 298.7 50 i 20.6 ' 180 I 179.6 I I 
80 ! 25.1 : 256 300.4 50 20.6 I 170 174.6 
80 25.1 i 245 298.4 50 : 20.6 I 165 174.5 
80 i 25.1 I 230 l 290.4 50 20.6 I 163 ~flu:;.:-.; 
80 I 25.1 i 225 .:::~.' .. 50 i 20.6 i 160 174.5 
80 25.1 i 220 I 289.1 ! ; 
80 25.1 I 215 ! 290.9 I I ! 
80 I 25.1 
' 
210 292.6 I 
I 
I ; I I 
CYCLE #2, PROJECT #1 CYCLE #2, PROJECT #3 
KOSI Jest) TDEVJestl l MM (est) MMtacn KOSI (estlJTDEV (est) 11 MM (estl MM(actl 
40 18.1 I 131._6 137.5 60 21.3 220 _.£_19.8 
40 18.1 I 135 137.5 60 ; 21.3 205 I 212.8 
40 18.1 : 130 
' 
137.1 60 21.3 200 .,2129>,:· 
40 18.1 I 128 137.2 60 i 21.3 195 212.9 
40 ; 18.1 125 \37.1 60 21.3 190 213.8 
40 ! 18.1 120 137.5 60 ; 21.3 180 217 
! 
' 





CYCLE #2, PROJECT #5 CYCLE #2, PROJECT #4 
KOSI (est) I TOEV (est) I MM (est) I MM Cact) KOSI (est) : T0EV (est) 1 MM (est} MM Cacti 
80 I 24& 370.7 J 354 70 22.8 275 _l 273.9 
80 24.6 350 I 342.6 70 22.8 265 264.4 
80 24.6 330 327.7 70 22.8 255 254.4 
80 ! 24.6 ! 310 309.2 70 22.8 245 252.8 
80 24.6 290 I 295.3 70 22.8 240 i 252.7 
80 24.6 i 285 i 295 70 22.8 235 i 252.4 
80 24.6 280 I 294.6 70 22.8 230 253.6 
80 24.6 I 270 296.8 70 22.8 225 255.4 
I I i 
I 
CYCLE #3, PROJECT #4 CYCLE #3, PROJECT #3 
KOSI (est) . TOEV (est) I MM (est). i MM (act} KOSI (est) 1 TDEV (est} I MM (est) : MM (act' 
70 22.8 I 264.9 264.3 60 I 21.7 235.8 I 234.7 
70 22.8 L 245 I 252.8 60 21.7 220 219.5 
70 22.8 I 240 252.7 60 21.7 : 210 212.8 
70 22.8 I 235 I 252.4 60 : 21.7 205 212.8 
-:--- 22.8 ! 230 I 253.6 60 21.7 i 200 212.7· 70 ! ! 
70 22.8 I 225 255.4 60 i 21.7 195 i 213 
70 22.8 I 220 I 256.7 60 21.7 i 190 214.2 
: 60 21.7 i 180 216.8 




: I i I I 
CYCLE #3, PROJECT #1 CYCLE #3, PROJECT #2 
KOSI (est} TOEV (est): MM (est} i MM (act) KOSI (est) TDEV (est) I MM {est) i MM (act) 
~.9._- . 204 ! 150 I 149.6 50 19.7 ' 175.3 ! 174.9 ' . 
20.4 135 137.5 50 19.7 170 174.5 40 I I I I >--.--- . 
.. . 204 130 I 137.2 50 19.7 165 174.2 r--'!0_ -· I 
40 "204 I 125 137.7 50 19.7 160 174.4 
40 - 204 120 I 139.1 50 19.7 : 155 175 r--·- --· - I 50 : 19.7 150 176.7 ! r----· .. 
' ! 
- ---
I I f--·-. -. i I : 
I I I I 
----· I I i I ! 
CYCLE #3, PROJECT #5 CYCLE #4, PROJECT #4 
I KOSI (est} 1 DE.V (est) MM (est) I MM (8ct) KOSI (est) I TDEV (est)' MM {est) MM (act) 
80 24.1 324.9 323.7 70 22.7 : 285.2 279.8 f----80 24.1 300 299.5 70 22.7 I 260 259.6 
.. 
ao 24.1 285 I 295.5 70 22.7 245 252.4 
80 24.1 280 I 295.1 70 22.7 240 ! 252.3 
-80. 24.1 275 295.5 70 22.7 235 I 252.6 
80 24.1 270 297.1 70 ! 22.7 230 : 253.8 
80 24.1 265 298.5 70 22.7 225 255.7 
80 24.1 260 299.7 70 22.7 220 257.2 
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CYCLE #4, PROJECT #1 CYCLE #4, PROJECT #5 
KOSI (estl' TDEV (est) i MM (est) i MM {act) KOSI (est) • TDEV (est) i MM (est) . MM(act) 
40 I 18.8 I 142.4 I 144.3 80 24.2 i 312 311.1 
40 18.8 135 ! 137.3 80 24.2 290 295.2 
40 18.8 ! 132.5 ! 137.4 80 24.2 285 295 
40 18.8 
' 
130 137.3 80 24.2 280 ' 294.6 
40 18.8 I 125 137.4 80 24.2 275 295.7 




CYCLE #4, PROJECT #2 CYCLE #4, PROJECT #3 
KOSI lest) I TDEV test)! MM lest) · MM (act) KOSI iestl I TDEV lest) I MM lest_l MM_tact_l 





21.3 : 180 I 179.6 60 21.4 i 210 212.8 
50 21.3 1 175 174.6 60 21.4 207.5 212.8 
50 21.3 I 170 174.3 60 21.4 205 I 212.4 
' 50 21.3 I 165 174.5 60 ' 21.4 I 200 I 212.7 
' 50 21.3 I 160 I 174.8 60 21.4 195 I 213 
' 
I 
50 21.3 I 155 I 176.4 60 21.4 I 190 i 214.2 
50 21.3 ' 150 I 178.2 60 21.4 185 216.1 
' 
' 60 21.4 i 180 216.8 
I I I ! : I 
I I I I I I 
CYCLE #5, PROJECT #5 CYCLE #5, PROJECT #4 
KOSI (est) I TDEV (est) I MM (est) I MM (act) KOSI (est)ITDEV_Lest}l MM_{_est) 1 MM(_act_l 
80 I 23.9 ' 339.2 I 337.6 70 23.1 ! 256.7 \ 256.9 
80 I 23.9 I 320 319 70 23.1 240 I 253.2 
' 80 23.9 l 300 299.7 70 23.1 235 L 252.9 
80 i 23.9 I 285 296 70 23.1 230 I 253.6 I 
80 : 23.9 l 282.5 296.2 70 I 23.1 : 225 ! 255.2 
80 I 23.9 I 280 I 296.3 70 I 23.1 I 220 i 256.4 I I 
80 I 23.9 : 275 296.4 
' 
I ' 
80 I 23.9 I 270 297.4 : 1 
80 23.9 I 260 I 300 I I 
\ I I I I 
I I I : ! 
CYCLE #5, PROJECT #2 CYCLE #5, PROJECT #3 
KOSI fest) I TDEV (est) i MM (est) MM (act) KOSI fest) I TDEV (est)! MM fest) \ MM (act) 
50 I 20.2 183.1 I 182.6 60 I 22.2 
' 
241.5 l 239.4 
50 20.2 I 170 I 174.9 60 I 22.2 : 220 I 219.4 
50 I 20.2 165 I 174.7 60 22.2 205 i 212.8 ' i 
50 20.2 : 160 ' 174.4 60 22.2 200 I 212.6 
50 i 20.2 155 175 60 22.2 195 213 
50 
' 
20.2 I 150 176.8 60 22.2 I 190 : 214.2 
I : i 60 22.2 I 185 215.7 
I 60 222 i 180 ·. 216.9 
L I ' I 
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CYCLE #5, PROJECT #1 
KOSI lest) I TDEV lest) I MM lest) I MM_(act} 
40 
' 
18.4 I 139.8 ' 138.8 
40 I 16.3 ' 130 I 137.1 
40 16.3 127.5 I 137.2 
40 ! 16.3 i 125 i 137.1 
40 16.3 : 120 I 137.5 
40 16.3 115 139 




APPENDIX M. CONVENTIONAL CALIBRATION STRATEGY: 
UNDERSIZING - 125°/o DSIPTK 
• Plai.- DS1P ; ni.ll KIJSIIacll una.r ni.l 1W1S1 1-1 MM 1-1 ~· lest! ,. ICII ~V 18CII 
~ ~ I ~ ~1.~ ' 1< 
2 ~ 50 I 2[ 4 115.4 1: 17.4 
J till Jl 121.5 1 1! 
4 70 5( , 1CXI.3 14 20.3 
5 ~ 1~ --~ n _:<!; ~,5 
2 00 145.9 1JI !WI .131~ 721 -'- ~ i 0.35 
3 6CJ 176.7 11 1251 26192 476 · 11501 I 0.36 
4 10 207.8 231 2001 41li!llll 569 il010 ' 0.3 























.,_:1 Pnii.~':-F=-+= KLu::r,.,='-~+-.:::;MM,n4;S]{ft=_••:t..+,..:-:Tili=lr-'~-i--"'! ~t=-~g_~t!i!!ii!= ~~-!iii' ac~:~~Uli~¢:~~~2::4JSil~~rz!!:0~8!!5!!~~~!ii~COII'II§!ieJ, I"''DCC~ 
1 113. 108.. - ~ I 13760 304 
3 173.5 1114; 74 12151 ' . 25Q1_1_ 476 J 
CYCLE #4 (Raw Data. 125'!1. OSIPTK, Willi 
4 f~ I 4' 
I _1: 5 40 Jl 
5 8C 
2 I 50 I !jl 










.,_:PniL~tF=-+=~~iiF 18CI~I . .:::; Mlll~iif~:riFI~-~~~acrF'61-i--w :~fi~:::::5021 ~im~,~~:~+] sum~=~U"~2~1:;011111C181Wi!l!ii~: !iiiOI .. ii:!!i19i!ii,~I"''DCC!lt 
~ ,_tKI z 151 : m:; ~~· . = ! ===~-'-. ~;<:rs~+-:i~~=1<--+---'7--~~1.~34-'---i 
~ 11 n :.5 1 ·.s 74 ' 11ti62 61500 : rs 24:141:> 2.51 o.38 o.3l:l' 
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CYCLE tl5 (RIM lllla. 125 .. OSIPTI<. Wilt! c 
lf'IQ.- I.I5W' r~ nll 'N. I (.cf} ! l.MIII '11ll IIWi! (.-J .. Ml Ill: -} ¥1[ :v f8CIJ ::0 Q .. i!U.Z J 
4 !:1 ; 19.8 
2 l.5 31 17.5 I 
3 l5 ~ 183.' 19 
1 l5 2! 1,~~ 16.6 
KDISI fact\ ~ 9 --~10 IU "Z ---5 1W 1( 10 1\ : 1.31 21 201 87 
17948 tl I ' : '·~-15 141 74 ' 10774 z: 1.34 
18 1' _7!_ __!_~ L ' '21 ' 1.33 
_j<l 
_111 ~4§- _511!!1 736fj& 30825 2.39 1.35 1.33 
' 
_l_ 
I L l 
CYCLE .S (RIM lllla, 125 .. DSIP1l<. Willi 
I 
IIJSIP" -~ ..-l'lo:IICI _lolllll 1-l_ ~v r.u -feCl: !..: 'f8Cil 
1 
' 
40 .2 12. lutl. ·.z 
2 20 0 ·~ _l 15~ 137. '·" 3 : i 30 !1 15. ~E u j 
4 llU 15 1.9 14. 231. 2J.4 
5 l.5 : 10 ~- .'1 19. 223 1.5 ' 
~ ~ Et·~ lf'IQ. -i KDISI 18CI1 _, Q ...,, i-' IU tw.;, Ml ~ :--- 31 iU 145.3 137. 11400 1~ 
10 176 168.8 1!. 28137 
I ~ 2116.9 231.3 IT fi_l_ ~ 111 ~ : i 
111 2311 223 DO ' --~- ' 1( 70 _2.31! 0,345 
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APPENDIX N. NORMALIZATION CALIBRATION STRATEGY: 
UNDERSIZING - 125°/o DSIPTK 











4 125 7ll I 1.9 20.3 
:1 125 80 20.5 
I KQ:!I__lac:Q Mil Ill :It 
,_ 
IV;-. -ac~~· 0"2 sum:;j"2 'PI'OCI 
~ 4IIZ9 ZliM ~ 0.37 
I _! ~. 125 I I~ ! 372' 6025 0.36 I !'Jii95 :14~ ~~- 0.36 
1!0_.; -~72 156?_ ' 19010 
' 
0.3 
118. 20121 50192 ' 10000 2!1070 2.07 0.-~- ·~ 
' I 
CYCLEIQ I Dllla. 129. OSIPTK. Will 
_..., ~ l8Cil 
' 
: 1.1 
I I :.1 
I 
1Z3.2 .3 
I Kll {ac:Q Ill -IICll ..,._8CI)"'; oo; .. n 'PI'OCI 
140. 12:5.3 71143 71143 ~ ~ 0.36 
I 100 911.!1 18 4728 1237' ZliM _Iii 0.4 
: ~, 1~3 '4 11210 -~· 54_~_ 0.37 m_ ·~ 00 208110 ~ ' 10000_ 21 0.29 1VII.3 11Ki 151110 50161 751111 291 0.35 0.342 
I 
I 
CYClEll3 I o.ta. 125'11. DSIPTK. Will I 
4 ~ 2' 
"" 
.IS 1.4 1!1' .v IV. 
3 I 125 .. 36 1.8 172.5 19.7 
125 5I 20 1.9 109 19.1 
2 125 45 I 1' ~7 •.1 128. 
" ~ 125 ~ I ~ _:I' 1.8 1.4_ 234~ 21 
I 
IN; {8Cl) _,_, .. 11;11 ~--) ~"Q 0"2 Sl 1"2 ~ 'PI'OCI 179.2 I 179.9 1:MIII 
--15Z,4 15Z-4 :14~ 
-~ W.li 7310 ~- :1475 <--t=-----::J ' 124.9 
201i2 I 2\lll.' :i.s~ . 52728 I 1~ -; 1,95 .34 .J:IEI 
CYCLEll4 IDita. 
I PrCj,; 
''"": I KD5118Ctl ~l""l IJW5118Sl 
=I P(ac;t) ~ 711_ 4(1 g ~-L 14. 21).11 40 ~ ~ _64.5 12. 1_lll 
5 80 20 64 153.6 16.9 219.• 21.2 
2 _50 50 25 _57.3 I 11. 138. 20.1 i 
3 80 10 :14 128.5 15.8 1:14. 18.9 
~ tsum MMIIICIJ"'; ~ 4 1\J 1.8 :AI:>.IS 111U.:.Z IS/ 
"''" 
,.,... 
4(1 3.8 105.2 99 48 52 --~ ZliM 987l 
5 80 1.2 219.4 208 i 74 192 35821 54~ : 1534 
2 50 1' 1.6 138. 125.9 61 80 43501 3721 ' 1907 
.1_ 80 ,, 1.6 _1~ ~, _7_4 ~ :14756 M1!_ . 2~ 23 -~ 
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CVCl£115 I o.ta. 125% DSIPTK. Will 




-81:11 Ill nn1 g i': ~ .. --~~ -~-3 11J lUUW u.~l 4 7l ~ 186. ~ 7!lf!ll 1~ 0.37 -2 :5I 135-li ~-8 5476 23045 0.37 
3 Ill 164.2 164.5 I 5476 2IIS21 0.33 
1 40 107.3 102.8 98. 48 4128 _§173!1 231M 30825 0.39 M§_ 
CYClE 16 (NIIriMizeG o.ta. 125% OSIPTl<. Will Lftloll-•"*"•) 
I ~ 1!51PTII> (~J iW5I UICQI ~ {~) I iW5I (.aJ 
-{- ~V{_, lillol(81:1) 1 125 40 40 24 :16.3 11.11 
_1015c,!l -~-3 
2 125 50 20 40 86.2 14.2 1~6 18.2 
3 125 60 30 42 101.3 14.5 185.6 1!1.4 
--4 125 70 50 I 3S au I 13.4 217.7 ' 21.4 I 







1 4U '1111-"! 11111 .. . 48 . . Z'.lU4 ~ I U.31 
2 50 121.8 133.6 . 
' 
61 . . 3721 6025 0.37 
3 
' 
80 147.3 165.6 . 74 . . 5476 11501 0.36 
4 70 173.1 217.7 . 87 I . . 7569 I 19070 0.32 
5 80 199.2 212.2 . 100 . . 10000 29070 . 0.38 0.359 
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APPENDIX 0. NORMALIZATION DATA: 
UNDERSIZING - 125°/o DSIPTK 
CYCLE #1, PROJECT #1 CYCLE #1, PROJECT #2 
I KOSttest)JTOEV_(est) MM {est) ' MM (ad) KOSI {est_) TDEV{est) MM (est) MM {act) 
~ 1L1 109.5 1~.4 50 1!,4 138_._2 13].8 
40 17.1 105 ' 104.6 50 17.4 130 129.6 
40 17.1 103 102.6 50 17.4 120 128.4 
40 17.1 100 101 50 17.4 115 127.2 
40 ! 17.1 I 98 ! 100.6 50 17.4 110 125.9 
40 17.1 ! 95 101.3 50 I 17.4 105 125 
50 
' 
17.4 100 I 225 
50 17.4 98 125.2 
' 50 ! 17.4 95 125.8 
I I I I 
: I I I I 
CYCLE #1, PR:;)JECT #3 CYCLE #1, PROJECT #4 
KOSI (est) I TOE\ t!St) MM (est) I MM (act) KOSI (est) : TDEV (est) l MM (est) ! MM (act) 
60 I_ ~4 I 169 ; 168.5 _70 
' 
20.3 I 230.9 ! 225 
60 i 1.,.4 I 150 155.8 70 20.3 I 200 I 199.4 
60 
' 
18.4 I 130 I 152.3 70 20.3 180 185.8 
~ : 18.4 I 128 I 152.4 70 20.3 175 I 184.3 60 I 18.4 l 125 f 151-.S 70 20.3 170 I 182.7 
60 i 18.4 123 I 152 70 20.3 I 165 181.4 
60 I 18.4 120 I 152.6 70 20.3 160 180.3 
60 ! 18.4 115 I 153.6 70 20.3 150 I 180.2 
! I I 70 I 20.3 145 ! 180.7 
I i I J : : I ! I 
I I I ' 
CYCLE #1, PROJECT #5 CYCLE #2, PROJECT #2 
KOSI (est) 1TDEV (est) I MM (est) I MM Cactl KOSI (est) iTDEV (est) I MM (est) I MM (act) 
~ ! 2Q.5 i 224.1 i 223.5 50 ' 18.9 I 140.1 ! 139.9 
80 20.5 I 190 209.4 50 18.9 I 130 I 129.8 
80 I 20.5 I 180 208.3 50 I 18.9 120 I 128.4 
80 i 20.5 I 178 I .281l2· 50 18.9 I 115 I 126.5 
80 20.5 I 175 208.3 50 I 18.9 i 110 ! 125.7 
80 I 20.5 I 170 I 209 50 I 18.9 I 105 I 125.3 
80 i 20.5 I 165 209.7 50 I 18.9 I 100 ! 125.6 
80 I 20.5 I 150 I 214 50 18.9 ! 95 I 127.1 
I j I : ! 




CYCLE #2, PROJECT #1 CYCLE #2, PROJECT #3 
KOSI Jest) JTDEV (est}) MM (est) I MM {ad) l~SI {est} ·TQEV (est) I MM {est) l MM(act}_ 
40 I 1ti_.3 100.1 100.9 60 19.1 164.1 I 163.5 
40 l 16.3 I 90 ~ 100.3 60 19.1 140 
' 
153.8 
40 ' 16.3 I 80 I 98.7 60 I 19.1 ' 130 i 152.4 
40 I 16.3 I 75 I 98.5 60 19.1 125 I ·152.3 
40 16.3 70 I 100.5 60 19.1 120 153.2 






CYCLE #2, PROJECT #5 C'i CLE #2, PROJECT #4 
KOSI (est} i TOEV (estJ · MM (est} · MM (act} KOSI Lest1 1 TDEV {est_) I MM{estl · MM(act_l 
80 22.2 273 2ti2.4 70 20.1 199.3 198.6 
80 22.2 250 248.1 70 20.1 170 182.8 
80 22.2 230 229.2 70 20.1 160 180.5 
80 22.2 210 215.8 70 20.1 155 I 
-80 22.2 190 209.2 70 20.1 150 180 80 22.2 180 20il6 70 20.1 145 180.5 
80 22.2 170 210.4 70 20.1 130 185.3 
l 
, 
CYCLE #3, PROJECT #4 CYCLE #3, PROJECT #3 
KOSI (est) I TDEV (est) I MM (est) I MM (act) KOSI (est}! TOEV (est), MM test} MM (act) 
70 I 19.1 191.9 I 191.3 60 19.7 172.5 172.2 
70 19.1 180 184.6 60 19.7 160 159.7 
70 19.1 170 182.9 60 19.7 150 157.2 
70 I 19.1 : 160 I 180.4 60 19.7 140 153.8 
70 I 19.1 155 180.2 60 19.7 130 152.6 





145 180.2 60 19.7 120 153.6 
70 I 19.1 140 ' 181 
70 19.1 I 130 I 185.5 I 
I 
' I i I 
' 
I 
CYCLE #3, PROJECT #1 CYCLE #3, PROJECT #2 
KOSI (est) l TDEV (est) 1 MM (est_) t MM(act_) KOSI (est) I TDEV (est) I MM (est) · MM (act) 
40 I 19.1 I 109 108.6 50 ! 17.7 ! 128.7 I 1_29.1 
40 ! 19.1 100 ' 101.7 50 I 17.7 120 I 128.9 
40 : 19.1 90 100 50 17.7 110 126 
40 19.1 85 I 99JS 50 17.7 105 125.1 
40 19.1 80 I 99.8 50 : 17.7 100 124;.9 
40 19.1 ' 75 I 101.1 50 I 17.7 95 126.1 
' 40 I 19.1 i 70 i 103.3 50 i 17.7 i 90 128.2 
I : 
I I 
: i : : 
I I I I I : I I 
CYCLE #3, PROJECT #5 CYCLE #4, PROJECT #4 
KOSI Cest} I TDEV CesO I MM (est) I MM Cad) KOSI test} I TDEV (est} 1 MM (est} I MM (ad} 
80 21 I 234.3 I 233.9 70 I 20.8 205.8 205 I 
80 i 21 ' 220 219.2 70 I 20.8 : 190 ' 189.2 i 
80 ; 21 200 ; 212.1 70 I 20.8 I 170 I 182.5 
80 ' 21 180 208.2 70 20.8 
' 
165 181.1 
80 21 : 178 [ 208:.1 70 20.8 I 160 I 180.3 
80 21 175 208.2 70 20.8 155 : 180.2 
80 21 170 209.3 70 20.8 I 150 180.6 
80 21 160 I 213.8 70 20.8 : 145 181.5 
70 20.8 ; 130 , 184.9 
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CYCLE #4, PROJECT #1 CYCLE #4, PROJECT #5 
i KOSI {est) 1 TDEV (est) i MM (est) MM (act) KOSI (est} TDEV (est} 1 MM {est) · MM (act) 
40 17.6 105.2 105 80 21.2 219.4 218.7 
40 17.6 100 101.2 80 21.2 200 212 
40 17.6 90 100.2 80 21.2 190 209.4 
40 17.6 85 99.2 80 21.2 185 208.7 
40 : 17.6 83 I 99 80 212 180 ; 
-
40 17.6 80 99.2 80 21.2 175 208.5 
40 17.6 75 100.1 80 21.2 170 209 
40 17.6 70 I 102.1 80 21.2 160 213.1 
I 
1_ I I 
CYCLE #4, PROJECT #2 CYCLE #4, PROJECT #3 
I KOSI lestl TOEV festll MM festl I MM ladl KOSI fest) ! TOEV fest>· MM fest) · MM factl 
50 20.1 i 138.7 i 138.2 60 j 18.9 . 154.8 156.5 
50 20.1 130 I 130.1 60 18.9 140 153.9 
50 20.1 120 127.9 60 18.9 135 153.1 
50 20.1 115 126.6 60 18.9 130 I 152.1 
50 20.1 110 l '125:.'9· 60 18.9 128 152.1 
50 20.1 105 I 126 60 18.9 125 152.1 
50 20.1 100 126.7 60 I 18.9 120 153.2 
I j ! 
~--
I . I 
CYCLE #5, PROJECT #5 CYCLE #5, PROJECT #4 
KOSI {est} TDEV {est) I MM (_est) ! MM (ad_} KOSI (est) · TDEV lestl! MM lestl : MM (act\ 
80 21 257.3 ! 254.4 70 19.6 l 186.7 I 186.7 
'--,---- - - . 
240 239.1 70 19.6 165 181.4 80 21 I ! ~----- ... 220 219.2 70 19.6 i 155 180.1 80 21 
-.'----- .. 200 212.1 70 19.6 : 150 179.7 80 21 ; 
80 21 I 190 I 209.6 70 19.6 I 145 180.3 ~---- --- 180 I '28$2 70 19.6 ! 140 181.5 80 21 ! ~----- . 1n.5 208.2 70 19.6 I 130 186.2 80 21 I 
80 . -- .. 21 175 208.2 : 
80 21 I 160 ' 213.8 I 
-------------~----~--------------------------~------------~ I I 
CYCLE #5, PROJECT #2 CYCLE #5, PROJECT #3 
KOSI lestl TOEV festl: MM fest) ; MM Cadl KOSI (est) . TDEV (est) I MM (est) I MM (act) 
50 17.8 I 134,8 134.6 60 20.1 184.5 182.9 
--50 17.8 I 120 i 128.8 60 20.1 160 159.5 
50 17.8 I 110 125.9 60 20.1 140 153.6 
50 17.8 I 105 125.4 60 20.1 135 152.8 
50 17.8 100 125.2 60 20.1 130 ! 152.6 
50 17.8 I 95 126.3 60 20.1 125 152.8 
50 17.8 90 128.4 60 20.1 120 153.8 
I 
125 
CYCLE 115, PROJECT #1 
I KOSI lest) I TDEV {est): MM lest) · MM Cact) 
40 I 16.3 102.E 102.!-.--
1-
40 16.3 90 100.3 
40 : 16.3 80 98.7 
40 16.3 n.s 98.9 
40 16.3 75 r .aas. .. 
40 16.3 72.5 99.5 
40 16.3 70 100.5 
40 16.3 65 103.3 
126 
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